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Abbreviations and Glossary

CoMSEQ The Council of Mayors, South East Queensland

CPI Consumer Price Index

DERM Department of Environment and Resource Management

Distributor-retailer Unitywater - the Northern SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority;

Queensland Urban Utilities - the Central SEQ Distributor-Retailer
Authority;

Allconnex Water - the Southern SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority.

DR Act 2009 South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act
2009 (Qld)

LGA 2009 Local Government Act 2009 (Qld)

QCA Queensland Competition Authority

QWC Queensland Water Commission

SEQ South East Queensland

SEQ Water Grid A series of interconnected pipelines delivering water to SEQ. The Grid
comprises bulk water supplies and bulk transport pipelines connecting
distributor-retailer networks. The distributor-retailers purchase water
from the Grid to supply business and residential users.

The Bill South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring)
and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011
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Executive summary

This Report presents the findings of the Environment, Agriculture, Resources and Energy
Committee's examination of the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring)
and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011. The Legislative Assembly referred the Bill to the
committee for examination on 11 October 2011.

The Bill proposes:

 amendments to the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act
2009 (Qld) and other Acts;

 the withdrawal of certain council water businesses from their distributor-retailer and re-
establishment of those water businesses within the councils;

 greater clarity for those councils remaining with their distributor-retailers in respect of their
pricing and decision making roles with their distributor-retailers; and

 allowing the Queensland Competition Authority to have a price monitoring/oversight role of
the new council water businesses.

The committee received four written submissions from Alconnex Water and its three owner councils:
Logan City Council; Gold Coast City Council; and Redland City Council.

The Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM) and the Queensland Water
Commission (QWC) assisted the committee during its inquiry by providing a public briefing, answering
questions on notice from the committee, responding to issues raised in the four submissions and
providing advice in respect of fundamental legislative principles.

After consideration of all submissions and advice given during the course of the committee's
examination, the committee recommends the Bill be passed and that the clarification and assurances
regarding the points raised be given by the Minister.

The committee is satisfied with the advice provided by the QWC on the remainder of the concerns
raised by submitters and in relation to the fundamental legislative principles.

Recommendations

Recommendation One

The committee recommends that the Bill be passed.

Recommendation Two

The committee recommends that the Minister provide clarifications and assurances sought by the
committee in relation to the points raised.
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1 Introduction

Role of the committee

Section 93 of the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 provides that a portfolio committee is
responsible for considering:

 the policy to be given effect by the Bill, and

 the application of fundamental legislative principles to the Bill.

Hon Stephen Robertson MP, Minister for Energy and Water Utilities, introduced the South-East
Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill
2011 on 11 October 2011. The Legislative Assembly subsequently referred the Bill to the committee
for consideration and report by 5 April 2012.

The committee’s consideration of the Bill included calling for public submissions and a briefing by
policy officers from the Queensland Water Commission. The committee also considered the
application of fundamental legislative principles to the Bill.1

Public submissions

The committee advertised its inquiry into the Bill in the Saturday edition of The Courier Mail on 29
October 2011. The committee also wrote to stakeholder groups and email subscribers inviting
written submissions on the policies that the Bill proposes to give effect to, as well as the application
of fundamental legislative principles to the Bill.

The committee accepted four written submissions (listed at Appendix 1). These were from Allconnex
Water, the distributor-retailer, and its three owner councils: Logan City Council; Gold Coast City
Council; and Redland City Council. Redland City Council provided an addendum to their submission
after the summary had been prepared. The addendum is contained in Appendix 2. Appendix 3
provides a summary of the points raised in submissions on the clauses and parts of the Bill. The
QWC’s written advice on the points raised by submitters, including Redland City Council’s addendum,
is at Appendix 4.

Public briefing

On 16 November 2011, officers from the QWC provided the committee with a briefing on the Bill,
which included the provision of a written Report (see Appendix 5). The committee opened the
briefing to the general public. Transcripts of the briefing are available from the committee’s web
pages. The briefing officers are listed at Appendix 6.

Policy objectives of the South East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and
Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011

The Bill proposes amendments to the DR Act 2009, the Energy and Water Ombudsman Act 2006
(Qld), the Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002 (Qld), the Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997
(Qld), the Water Act 2000 (Qld) and the Water Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act 2008 (Qld).

1
Section 4 of the Legislative Standards Act 1992 (Qld) provides that the fundamental legislative principles are

the principles relating to legislation that underlie a parliamentary democracy based on the rule of law. The
principles include requiring that legislation has sufficient regard to rights and liberties of individuals.
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The policy objectives of the Bill include:

 enabling a council water business to withdraw from its distributor-retailer and re-establish its
water business within council;

 requiring greater clarity for councils' pricing and decision making role with respect to their
distributor-retailers; and

 allowing the QCA to have a price monitoring/oversight role of the new council water
businesses.

The QWC provided the committee with a report on the development of the Bill as well as the two key
policy areas to be given effect by the Bill:2

 the dissolution of Allconnex Water and the transfer of the water and wastewater operations
back to its participating councils, and

 the non-Allconnex provisions of the Bill which are applicable to all SEQ water entities and
intended to provide greater clarity for council's pricing and decision making in respect of
their distributor-retailers.

According to the QWC, the background of the Bill is:3

 SEQ water sector reforms, approved by the Queensland Government in August 2007, to be
effected in two stages;

 Stage 1 of the water reforms established three statutory authorities to own the bulk supply,
bulk transport and manufactured water infrastructure and services in SEQ under the South
East Queensland Water (Restructuring) Act 2007 (Qld);

 Stage 1 of the water reforms established the SEQ Water Grid Manager as the purchaser of
bulk water services, the vendor of bulk water in SEQ and the operator of the SEQ Water Grid;

 Stage 2 of the water reforms involved:
o establishing four local government owned entities to take over functions of water

distribution, wastewater treatment and the sale of water retail services from existing
SEQ local governments; and

o creating a regulatory framework for the provision of distribution and retail services in
the SEQ urban water sector;

 CoMSEQ raised concerns about Stage 2 and proposed the establishment of three council-
owned, separate and vertically integrated distribution-retail businesses (distributor-
retailers);

 the DR Act 2009 and subsequent amendments gave effect to Stage 2 and established the
distributor – retailers from 1 July 2010 as well as the transfer schemes by which the water
and wastewater functions, assets, employees, instruments and liabilities could be transferred
to the distributor retailers;

 the transfer schemes were approved by the Minister;

 the DR Act 2009 gave the council owners of each of the distributor-retailers participation
rights, similar to shareholder rights, within the respective distributor-retailers;

 participation agreements have been entered into by councils with their distributor-retailers;

 the trading names of the distributor-retailers and their council owners are:

2
Queensland Water Commission, Report for Environment, Agriculture, Resources and Energy Committee, South
East Queensland (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011,
November 2011, p. 4.

3
Queensland Water Commission, Report for Environment, Agriculture, Resources and Energy Committee, South
East Queensland (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011,
November 2011, pp. 4 – 6.
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o Unitywater owned by Moreton Bay and Sunshine Coast Regional Councils;
o Queensland Urban Utilities owned by Brisbane and Ipswich City Councils and

Lockyer Valley, Scenic Rim and Somerset Regional Councils; and
o Allconnex Water owned by Gold Coast, Logan and Redland City Councils.

 in April 2011, further water reforms were announced with the key changes to be:
o price increases in respect of water and wastewater services by three SEQ distributor-

retailers would be capped to increase by CPI for residential and small business
customers from 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2013; and

o SEQ councils be afforded a once-only opportunity to withdraw from their distributor-
retailers.

 amendments have been made to the DR Act 2009 to implement the CPI cap as well as
requiring the adoption of a price mitigation plan and a five year quantifiable price path.
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2 Examination of the Bill

The table at Appendix 2 provides a summary of comments from submitters on the clauses, proposed
sections and parts of the Bill. The advice that the QWC provided to the committee on the points
raised in submissions is at Appendix 3.
The following section discusses the key policy objectives and particular clauses and parts of the Bill
that attracted the most concern from submitters together with advice received from QWC. It is
worth noting that the only submitters to the inquiry were Allconnex Water and the three council
owners of Allconnex Water. Accordingly, all the submissions relate to the withdrawal of the councils’
water businesses from distributor-retailer Allconnex Water.

Timing of the consideration of the Bill

All four submitters raised concerns about the timing of the consideration of the Bill and the
committee’s reporting deadline of 5 April 2012. This is approximately three months prior to the
proposed disestablishment of Allconnex Water and the re-establishment of the council water
businesses in July 2012.

The Council submissions noted concerns about the considerable cost and impact upon employees of
any delay in the consideration of the Bill. In particular, councils were concerned about having to
make decisions and commit public funds to disestablishment and re-establishment activities without
the certainty of legislation having been passed.

Logan City Council mentioned in their submission that previous communication received from the
State had indicated that the legislation would be considered in November 2011.

QWC advice

The QWC agreed that the committee's reporting date "makes the approval or passing of the Bill
challenging."4 The QWC added that the Bill currently provides for certain activities to be completed
by April 2012.

Committee comment:
The committee resolved to table this report at a date earlier than the reporting date of 5 April 2012.

Clause 23 - Insertion of new Chapter 3A
Section 92 AR – Requirement to make scheme
Section 92 AU - Accounting for assets and liabilities
Section 92 BC - Retransfer notice

Allconnex Water raised in their submission that its assets, liabilities and instruments will change
between 30 April 2012 and 30 June 2012, though there is currently no flexibility to allow Allconnex
Water and the withdrawn councils to agree to the making of adjustments in the certification
statement/retransfer scheme.

4
Appendix 3, p 3

The committee's reporting deadline is 5 April 2012 as provided the Legislative Assembly of Queensland,
(Hansard 13/10/11 p 3171)
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QWC advice

QWC advised the committee that section 92AU addresses the need to change assets, liabilities and
employees between April 2012 and 1 July 2012. They further advised that section 92BC enables the
Minister to rectify an error or omission within the retransfer scheme.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks the Minister’s assurance that retransfer schemes may be amended to provide
for necessary changes to assets, liabilities and employees between April 2012 and 1 July 2012.

Clause 23 – Insertion of new Chapter 3A
Section 92 BI - Allconnex's other assets and liabilities

Logan City Council and Allconnex Water raised concerns in their submissions about the default
provisions for the retransfer of assets and liabilities. In particular, Allconnex Water expressed
concern that one withdrawn council could receive a windfall gain while other councils could be
disadvantaged.

Logan City Council noted that section 92BA (Ministerial notice of retransfer) includes a provision
where section 92AZ is not complied with (i.e. no retransfer scheme submitted due to disagreement),
to ensure the Minister decides and enforces the retransfer scheme prior to 30 May 2012. Logan
Council also commented that section 92BI is not flexible enough for enforcing "amount"
disagreements.

In their submission, Allconnex commented:

…. it may be more appropriate for the legislation to recognise that in circumstances where a debt
relates specifically to an asset, that debt should be transferred to the withdrawn council to whom the
asset is also transferred. The parties should still be required to seek to agree the matter in a retransfer
scheme in the first instance, but failing such agreement, if the liability can be specifically identified as
relating to an asset which is to be transferred to a specific withdrawn council, the debt should also be
transferred to that same withdrawn council.

Gold Coast City Council noted in their submission:

…while the Bill provides a dispute mechanism in the event of the parties failing to reach an agreement
in relation to the determination of withdrawal costs, there is no such mechanism to resolve a dispute in
relation to the apportionment of assets and liabilities. Presumably, failure to reach an agreement
would lead to the apportionment of the assets or liabilities in accordance with the participation rights
of the councils.

QWC advice

QWC advised the committee that for any asset, liability or proceeding brought to Allconnex Water by
a council under a 2010 transfer scheme, that particular matter is to be transferred back to the
relevant council. Any asset or liability created by Allconnex Water after its establishment in July 2010,
is generally jointly owned in accordance with the participation rights share. QWC takes the view that
where an asset is owned in a participation rights share, fairness dictates that liabilities, eg a loan in
relation to that asset, are shared on a participation rights basis.
Under section 92BI(4) the Minister may override the default provision by a retransfer notice or
retransfer direction.
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Committee comment:
The committee seeks the assurance of the Minister that the Minister’s ability to override the default
provision in proposed section 92BI ensures that the parties are not unduly disadvantaged in the
retransfer of assets and liabilities.

Clause 23 – Insertion of new Chapter 3A:
Section 92 AU - Accounting for assets and liabilities
Section 92 DP - LGA 2009 applies for particular debts to Allconnex

Logan City Council submitted that the Bill should account for unpaid water use charges as an asset
for the respective geographically withdrawn council, and not be written off as an expense.

QWC advice

QWC advised the committee that the Logan City Council's concerns are a misinterpretation of the
provisions of the Bill. QWC states that the Logan Council submission interprets section 92DP as
meaning that Gold Coast City Council is able to collect and retain any unpaid water charges (the
largest number of uncollected water charges are within the Gold Coast local government area) and
not have to remit any part of the payments to the other councils. QWC further advised that the LGA
2009 applies to the collection of the debt however the legal entitlement to the debt can be assigned
proportionally between the parties under the retransfer schemes. Further, the default rules would
apply where there is no agreement between the parties as to how the debt is to be proportioned.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks assurance from the Minister that the default provisions apply to unpaid water
charges where there is no agreement between the parties as to how the unpaid charges are to be
proportioned.

Clause 23 – Insertion of new Chapter 3A
Section 92 BW – What are withdrawal costs
Section 92 BX – Gold Coast City Council bear its own withdrawal costs

Logan City Council is concerned that withdrawal costs should be clarified in the Bill, rather than
included in any regulation as referenced at subsection 92BW(h), and include costs incurred prior to
the passing of the Bill.

Gold Coast City Council maintain that “costs incurred as a consequence of deciding to opt out of
Allconnex Water and re-establish its own water business should be met by the State government.”

QWC advice

QWC advised that it will work with the parties to develop a regulation around withdrawal costs, and
submissions about particular types of withdrawal costs.

QWC further advised, in relation to the Gold Coast City Council’s concern:

...while the Gold Coast may not wish to volunteer to pay other council’s withdrawal costs, it has been
clear from the terms of the State government’s offers that this was the pre-condition for the State
government moving to prepare the necessary Bill to disestablish Allconnex Water.
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Committee comment:
The committee seeks assurance from the Minister that a definition of withdrawal costs for the
purposes of a regulation will be developed in consultation with the parties and with assistance from
QWC.

Part 6 - Amendment of Queensland Competition Authority Regulation 2007

The council water businesses which have been re-established (as a result of amendments to the DR
Act 2009 and other legislation) enabling councils to be water service providers will also be subject to
price monitoring and public reporting by the Queensland Competition Authority (QCA).

Logan and Redland City Councils raised concerns about the QCA requirements. While Redland City
Council does not oppose the pricing oversight for water and wastewater services, council notes the
financial impact on water prices and on ratepayers is unacceptable.

QWC advice

In their advice on the points raised, QWC note that councils were made aware that QCA monitoring
would remain a possibility when opting out of their distributor-retailer. The QWC further advised
that the Bill provides for a relaxation during the first year of operation of water businesses by the
withdrawn councils. In order to implement price monitoring, a direction notice to the QCA must be
issued. The QWC advises that there is no intention to issue a direction notice for the 2012-13 year for
the withdrawn councils, on the proviso that the withdrawn councils apply the CPI cap to all
customers.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks the Minister’s assurance that the QCA requirements will not impose
unacceptable financial burdens on water prices and ratepayers.

Clause 23 – Insertion of new Chapter 3A:
Section 92 BS – Authorised exchange of information

Allconnex Water questioned whether the exchange or disclosure of information required to
implement the retransfer prior to the Bill being passed will be afforded the same protection as
information exchanged after the Bill is assented to.

QWC advice

QWC noted in their advice to the committee:

The Commission notes that this is a concern for Allconnex given that much of the work and information
exchange to be ready for 1 July 2012, requires work prior to the assent of the Bill. Consideration could
be given to a minor transitional provision for the retrospective application of 92BS and 92CM which
could commence from the introduction of the Bill.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks assurances from the Minister that the Bill will be amended to provide for the
retrospective application of section 92BS and section 92CM.
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Clause 23 – Insertion of new Chapter 3A
Section 92 CM – Effect on legal relationships

Allconnex Water raised concerns in relation to Allconnex’s board members and officers having
adequate protection in respect of actions taken or decisions made in connection with the proposed
retransfer prior to the Bill taking effect.

QWC advice

QWC noted in their advice to the committee:

The Commission notes that consideration may need to be given to amendments to provide for
retrospective coverage for the time between the introduction of the Bill and its assent. Consideration
may also be required to extend coverage to Allconnex decisions or actions done in the ordinary course
of business that are in contemplation of, or to implement, the retransfer. This could allow for matters
that may need to be dealt with outside of the retransfer scheme if there are such matters that are
necessary in the pre-wind up environment.

The Bill provides for a statutory indemnity for any work done in contemplation of a retransfer scheme
or to implement a retransfer scheme. Allconnex has, on a number of occasions asked for an indemnity
for their board members or a modification of the duties owed by their board members. This request for
indemnity has not been granted. As has previously been advised to Allconnex, the best interests of the
entity will generally be linked to the best interests of the shareholders as a group. Where the interests
of the shareholders diverge, the directors should act fairly between the different classes of
shareholders.

It follows that in assessing the actions of a board member or an officer against the duty within the
South East Queensland (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Regulation 2010, that Allconnex is in a
transitional phase prior to the transfer of assets back to participating local governments as of 1 July
2012, will again be a highly relevant factor to inform the nature of a Allconnex’s best interest.

The Commission understands that Allconnex is seeking to enter into a caretaker agreement with each
participating local government to set out the board's role as caretaker during the transition period. The
Commission would support such an approach by the parties to facilitating the transition of the business
and to accommodate the particular relief that the board members seek to achieve. In the absence of
such caretaker agreement with each participating local government, the Commission would expect the
Allconnex board to communicate with the withdrawn councils about how Allconnex intends to operate
the business during the transitional period.

The position under the Bill is the ordinary law of loss and damage applies. Any corporate body which is
a claimant for loss or damage is still obliged to mitigate the loss, despite the fact that it has its own
corporate duties to itself and its shareholders. The duty of mitigation applies to Allconnex for Gold
Coast’s liability to Allconnex.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks the Minister’s assurance that the Bill will be amended to provide Allconnex
Water with adequate protection for actions taken or decisions made in connection with the
proposed retransfer prior to the Bill taking effect.
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3 Fundamental legislative principles

Section 4 of the Legislative Standards Act 1992 states that ‘fundamental legislative principles’ are the
‘principles relating to legislation that underlie a parliamentary democracy based on the rule of law’.

The principles include that legislation has sufficient regard to:

 the rights and liberties of individuals, and

 the institution of parliament.

The committee sought advice from QWC in relation to possible fundamental legislative principle
issues and other issues affecting Clauses 18 and 23 of the Bill and the explanatory notes to the Bill.
The following sections discuss the issues raised by the committee and the subsequent advice
provided by the QWC on 9 February 2012.

Clause 18 –insertion of new s.51

Clause 18 of the Bill, inserting new section 51, provides that if a distributor-retailer is given a direction, the
board must take reasonable steps to ensure that the direction is complied with and regard must be had to
the direction in determining whether a board member has exercised an appropriate degree of care and
diligence in discharging their duties.

Arguably, clause 18 is ambiguous as to what might constitute “reasonable steps” and an “appropriate
degree of care”. These terms are not defined in the Bill and are capable of varying interpretations.

The committee’s request for advice

The committee sought advice from QWC on rewording clause 18 to make its meaning clearer.

QWC’s advice

The requirement for the board to take reasonable steps to ensure that a direction is complied with was
adopted in the Bill in response to concerns raised by the distributor-retailers about having an absolute
obligation to ensure compliance with the directions.

5
Distributor-retailers were concerned that there

may be circumstances in which it would simply not be reasonable for a distributor-retailer to comply
with the local government directions. The examples provided to the Queensland Water Commission
(the Commission) included where the activity which is the subject of the direction was legally prevented
or where the activity, if undertaken in the way directed, would constitute an offence.

Accordingly, the Commission responded by developing provisions in the Bill to require the board to take
only such steps as are reasonable to ensure a direction was complied with, having regard to the
relevant circumstances and the nature of the particular direction.

The term ‘reasonable steps’ is widely used in legislation.
6

It has, on many occasions, been considered
by the courts in various contexts and there is a relatively settled legal meaning to the expression.

7

5
Originally, it was proposed that the Bill would adopt the same standard for compliance with a direction as is
imposed on the boards of government owned corporations under section 115(2) of the Government Owned
Corporations Act 1993 (GOC Act), which requires that the board must ensure that the direction of the
shareholding minister is complied with.

6
See the analogous expression ‘steps that a reasonable person would take’ in section 601FD of the

Corporations Act 2000 (Cth). See also section 20 of the Future Fund Act 2006 (Cth) and section 172 of the
Financial Intermediaries Act 1996 (Qld).
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While it is considered that the term is sufficiently well defined in a legal context, it would be possible to
recommend to the Government that the intention of section 51(2) be made clearer by including a
paragraph to state that nothing in section 51(2) is intended to require the board to do, or to direct that
something be done, which would be unlawful or which would constitute an offence.

Appropriate care and diligence -
Clause 18 also proposes the inclusion of section 51(3) (which is in the same terms as the current section
51 of the Act). Section 51(3) provides that regard must be had to the direction in deciding, for the Act
or any other relevant law, whether or not a board member has exercised an appropriate degree of care
and diligence in discharging the member’s duties.

The concern raised in relation to this clause is potential ambiguity in deciding what may constitute an
‘appropriate degree of care’.

The duties of board members and officers of a distributor-retailer are contained in Part 2 Division 1 of
the regulation. Relevantly, the duties include a duty of care and diligence (Regulation 6).

Regulation 6 provides as follows:
"6(1) A board member or an officer of a distributor-retailer must exercise their powers and

discharge their duties with the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would
exercise if they-
(a) were a board member or an officer of a distributor-retailer in the distributor-

retailer's circumstances; and
(b) occupied the office held by, and had the same responsibilities within the

distributor-retailer as, the board member or officer."

In applying Regulation 6, which is based on the duty of care and diligence contained in section 180 of
the Corporations (Queensland) Act 1990, consideration must be given to the circumstances of the
particular entity in question.

The proposed section 51(3) (which mirrors an equivalent provision in section 123 of the Government
Owned Corporations Act 1993) is designed to ensure that in assessing the actions of a board member
or an officer against the standard imposed by Regulation 6, the local government directions and the
statutory obligation on the board members to take reasonable steps to ensure compliance with those
directions are taken into account as relevant circumstances.

Therefore, the Commission does not consider that any rewording of section 51(3) is required.

Committee comment:
The committee seeks the Minister’s assurance that the new section 51(2) will be amended to clearly
provide that it is not the intention of that section to require the board to do, or to direct that
something be done, which would be unlawful or which would constitute an offence.

Clause 23 –insertion of new ss.92AR and 92BC

Clause 23 of the Bill inserts a new section 92AR which requires Allconnex Water and the withdrawn
councils to enter into a ‘retransfer scheme’ to transfer Allconnex Water’s assets and liabilities to the
councils to allow them to perform water and wastewater functions. There is also provision for ‘step in
powers’ enabling the Minister to make retransfer notices and directions.

7
See for example, Australian Securities and Investment Commission v Healey [2011] FCA 717, 143 in relation to
ss 180(1), 344(1) and 601FD(3) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). See also Australian Securities Commission
v Fairlie (1993) 11 ACLC 669 at 681–682.
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Clause 23, new section 92BC, provides that if the Minister is of the opinion that this obligation is not
complied with or not performed satisfactorily, or something done under the retransfer scheme ought to
have been done differently, the Minister may by ‘retransfer notice’ do all or any of the following:

(a) do everything or anything to ensure the retransfer happens;
(b) do anything that may be done by any of the parties to the retransfer scheme under the

retransfer scheme;
(c) rectify or undo anything the Minister considers the retransfer scheme ought not to have done

or ought to have done differently.

A retransfer scheme or notice has effect despite any other instrument. Allconnex Water and the
withdrawn councils must negotiate arrangements governing the terms of the transfer between the parties
of assets, liabilities, instruments and employees. All parties will be required to certify that they have met
the retransfer scheme requirements set out in this Bill. These retransfer schemes will be approved by the
Minister and given effect by way of notification in the Gazette.

The committee notes that actions under retransfer schemes, retransfer notices or directions specifically
relate to Allconnex Water and the withdrawn councils. Nonetheless, they may affect third parties. The
committee also notes the explanation provided in respect of new ss.92AR and 92BC in the explanatory
notes, in particular that:

Requiring a retransfer scheme or notice to firstly obtain third party consent to the retransfer… could lead to
delays in the reestablishment of the operations of council water businesses by the end of 30 June 2012. Any
rights or obligations under the contracts will continue to be met … after the retransfer process.

Allconnex and the withdrawn councils are required … to seek third party consent to a transfer where there
would be a material prejudice to the third party.

…To provide for the rights of such third parties, the proposed new chapter 3A in the Bill provides for public
notice of the retransfer scheme, including notice of any third party interests affected. Also, before the
retransfer scheme can take effect, Allconnex and the withdrawn councils are required to certify to the
Minister that third party interests have not been materially prejudiced without the consent of such third
parties.

The committee’s request for advice

The committee sought advice from QWC on what would constitute ‘material prejudice’ under the
new scheme, and how the right of third parties affected by the retransfer schemes, notices or
directions would be protected.

QWC’s advice

Under proposed section 92AY, when the parties enter into the retransfer scheme, they must give the
Minister a certification statement that complies with section 92AZ. Under section 92AZ, among other
things, the parties must certify:

(a) that the retransfer parties have identified whether anything proposed to be done under the
scheme would materially prejudice the interests of a third party; and

(b) either—

(i) the scheme does not, to the knowledge of all the retransfer parties, materially
prejudice the interests of any third party; or

(ii) if the scheme materially prejudices the interests of any third party, the consent
of all third parties so prejudiced has been obtained.

Proposed section 92AZ(2) clarifies that the fact of a transfer to a withdrawn council, is not, of itself, a
material prejudice to a third party.
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The Committee seeks advice on what would constitute "material prejudice". The meaning of "material
prejudice" was explored by the Queensland Court of Appeal in the recent case of Mirvac Queensland
Pty Ltd v Wilson by Jones J, who stated:

"... A person is ‘prejudiced’ when affected disadvantageously or detrimentally. A person
would be ‘materially prejudiced’ if disadvantaged ‘substantially’ or ‘to an important
extent’."

8

The phrase has also been considered in relation to its use in the Retirement Villages Act 1999, where
Chesterman J noted:

"The term ‘material prejudice’ has no special meaning. Prejudice in this context means
disadvantage. It is material if it is substantial or of much consequence."

9

Against this legal background, the Commission does not consider it is necessary to provide a definition
in the Act.

10

In considering the types of circumstances where a third party may be materially prejudiced by the
retransfer scheme, one example may be where a third party will receive a lesser payment under a
contract due to its transfer under the scheme. This could occur (depending on the terms of the
contract) where the consideration under the contract (eg. a licence fee) is calculated on the basis of the
number of users or subscribers, and the number of users or subscribers decreases upon the transfer to
the withdrawn council.

In these types of circumstances, the interests of the third parties are protected by the requirement that
the parties to the retransfer scheme must obtain the consent of the third party and certify that this
consent has been obtained under the certification statement.

In relation to the retransfer notices (under proposed section 92BC) and retransfer directions (under
proposed section 92BD), these are powers which may only be exercised by the Minister. They are
powers which are intended to support the retransfer scheme, rather than being the primary
mechanisms through which the transfer of assets or liabilities will be effected. Therefore, while there is
nothing in the Act itself to require the Minister to consider the material prejudice to third parties,

11
the

actual risk to any third party's interests is considered quite low.

Clause 23 –insertion of new s.92BT

Clause 23 of the Bill would insert new section 92BT to give broad powers to those involved in the
retransfer to disclose to other parties involved any information needed for the retransfer. The committee
is concerned that this could potentially affect third parties by disclosing information relevant to their
commercial affairs or personal information about Allconnex Water’s customers.

8
[2010] QCA 322 at [58] and [59]. This case concerned the term ‘materially prejudiced’ within the context of
section214 of the Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997. Jones J also sets out a useful
summary of the authorities regarding the concept of ‘material prejudice’ and ‘materially affect’.

9
Chancellor Park Retirement Village Pty Ltd v Retirement Villages Tribunal [2004] 1 Qd R 346 at 362.

10
No definition of ‘material prejudice’ was included in the Act for the purposes of the certification statements

which were required to be given by Allconnex's participating local governments under section58 (in relation
of the transfer of assets to Allconnex).

11
We note that no such restrictions have been included in relation to the exercise of equivalent powers of the

Minister under the Act and the South East Queensland Water (Restructuring) Act 2007.
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According to the explanatory notes this departure from fundamental legislative principles is justified
since:

Similar provisions in Chapter 3 of the original DR Act were necessary to give effect to the transfer of
functions and setting up of Allconnex. In the current situation, there is the same need to provide councils and
their water businesses with access to information to allow them to perform water functions and take over
these functions from Allconnex.

The committee’s request for advice

The committee sought assurance from QWC that new section 92BT will not erode the rights to
privacy of affected third parties.

QWC’s advice

The committee has sought assurance that this new section will not erode the rights to privacy of
affected third parties. In this regard, it is important to note that the information may only be used or
disclosed under the section for the "relevant purpose". That is, the information may only be used or
disclosed for "the retransfer" or for "the performance of all or any withdrawn council's service provider
functions". Additionally, it may only be disclosed to a person involved in the retransfer, a withdrawn
council or any of its councillors, employees or agents (or to someone else if directed by the Minister).

It is a practical necessity for the parties to be permitted to disclose information for these limited
purposes. Without this provision, the parties would potentially be exposed to liability for disclosing
information under the retransfer, or for disclosing information that is required to enable the withdrawn
councils to commence operations as service providers (which must occur at the end of 30 June 2012
under proposed section 92AG of the Act). It also should be noted that the withdrawn councils, which
will ultimately receive the information, are bound by privacy obligations under the Information Privacy
Act 2009 (see section 92BV). This means that any personal information received will be protected from
any further unauthorised disclosure.

The Bill additionally protects the confidentiality of individuals in relation to the scheme by providing
that:

 publicly available information about the retransfer scheme does not include private or
confidential information concerning others;

12

 the certification statement must not contain private or confidential information concerning
others;

13
and

 the gazette notice about the scheme published by the Minister must not include where
information about transfers under the scheme may be obtained if the Minister considers that
there is a need to protect confidentiality or privacy relating to the information (section 92BA).

Clause 23 –insertion of new s.92BD

Clause 23 of the Bill, inserting new section 92BD, empowers the Minister to issue a retransfer direction to
Allconnex Water or a withdrawn council requiring it to execute an instrument or disclose information.

The explanatory notes acknowledge that a disclosure could have an adverse effect on a third party
which has had dealings with a local government or entity, by disclosing information relevant to their
commercial affairs. Such a requirement could breach a third party’s right to privacy.

12
Proposed section92AZ(1)(d).

13
Proposed section92AZ(4) of the Act.
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The committee’s request for advice

The committee sought QWC’s assurance that the disclosure of potentially sensitive, third party
commercial information is necessary and unavoidable.

QWC’s advice

Proposed section 92BD(1) provides that the retransfer direction may require Allconnex or
the withdrawn councils "to do anything the Minister considers necessary or desirable to
achieve the retransfer". Section 92BD(2) provides that, without limiting subsection (1), the
retransfer direction may be about certain listed things, including "disclosing information".

The committee has sought assurances that the disclosure of potentially sensitive, third party
commercial information is necessary and unavoidable.

As with section 92BT (discussed above), it is likely to be practically necessary for Allconnex
or the withdrawn councils to disclose information to achieve the retransfer of assets,
liabilities, instruments and staff. If this disclosure is not occurring, then the Minister has the
power to require it to be done under a retransfer direction. For example, information
regarding contracts with third parties may need to be disclosed by Allconnex to the
withdrawn councils in order to determine the appropriate council for the contract to be
transferred to under the retransfer scheme. In giving a retransfer direction, the Minister
may consider the rights of third parties (and condition the direction appropriately) if there
are specific concerns about disclosure of sensitive information.

This potential disclosure of information is therefore considered necessary and unavoidable
for the transfer to the withdrawn councils to go ahead.

Clause 23 –insertion of new s.92CL

Clause 23 of the Bill, inserting new section 92CL states that the Judicial Review Act 1991, parts 3, 4 and 5,
other than section 41(1), do not apply to a decision made by the Minister to—

(a) give a retransfer notice or retransfer direction; or
(b) approve the retransfer staff support framework.

As such, the Bill does not provide for any appeal rights in respect of a retransfer notice, retransfer
direction or retransfer staff support framework. The committee notes that a similar exclusion of appeal
rights was contained in the DR Act, though in reverse, and that this is cited in the Explanatory Notes as
justification for the exclusion of appeal rights in this Bill:

As with the original DR Act, delays resulting from the review of decisions under the chapter may have
significant adverse financial implications for the State and the performance of the transferred functions.
Therefore this approach is necessary.

Whilst the committee appreciates that reviews of decisions may result in adverse financial implications for
the State, it is concerned that the absence of appeal rights may erode the rights of those affected by
decisions made under the proposed chapter 3A.
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The committee’s request for advice

The committee sought assurance from QWC that the exclusion of appeal rights for aggrieved parties
in furtherance of the bill’s aims is justified.

QWC’s advice

The Commission considers that this approach is justified given the consequences of delay in
implementing the retransfer or the retransfer staff support framework. Under the proposed
amendments to the Act, Allconnex will cease to be a service provider at the end of 30 June 2012, and
the withdrawn councils will become service providers for their local government areas. Any delay in
implementing the retransfer may result in the withdrawn councils being unable to fulfil these functions.
Given that Allconnex will have already ceased to be a service provider, this could potentially result in a
lack of essential services in a particular local government area.

Any delay in implementing the retransfer staff support framework is likely to give rise to uncertainty
for employees of Allconnex that are to transfer to the withdrawn councils. Not only is this undesirable
for the majority of these employees, uncertainty also has potential to give rise to retention issues that
may result in difficulty in the withdrawn councils fulfilling their functions as service providers.

The Commission therefore considers this limited exclusion of the rights of review under the Judicial
Review Act is justified.
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Redland 
CITY COUNCIL 

Email rcc@redland.qEd.gov.au  
www.red la nd..qld.gov.au  

Cnr Bloomfield & Middle Ste. 
Cleveland Old 4163 

Telephone 07 3829 8999 
Facsimile 07 3829 8765 

Red land City Council 

AE1N 86 058 929 428 

PO Box 21, 
Cleveland Old 4163 

9 December, 2011 
Your Ref: 

Our Ref: Gov Allconnex Water 
File No: 

Contact: Kate Giese - 3829 8496 
The Chair 
Environment, Agriculture, Resources and Energy Committee 
Parliament House 
George Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Following advice from the Research Director for the Environment and Resources 
Committee, Rob Hansen, a summary of additional concerns regarding the South East 
Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2011, that have been raised by Redland City Council, to the Minister 
Stephen Robertson and to the Queensland Water Commission are provided below, for 
consideration by the Parliamentary Committee. 

Whilst we do not wish to delay the process of approval of the legislation at all, given our 
strong concerns about the extreme risks of delayed legislation (previously outlined), we 
would request that consideration be given to the concerns outlined below. 

Queensland Competition Price Monitoring (QCA) requirements 

The major imposition of the QCA requirements is anticipated to have resource 
implications that are over and above those in place prior to the establishment of 
Allconnex Water. Council is not opposed to pricing oversight for water and 
wastewater services; however, we believe that the QCA requirements place an 
unacceptable financial impact on water prices and on ratepayers. We appreciate 
the intent of the prudency and efficiency assessments and believe that under 
Council direction there will naturally be a greater focus on these matters, without 
the need for a full scale regime. Whilst every other Council-owned water business 
in Queensland will be subject to the prices oversight regime that Redland Water 
previously was subject to, Redland Water of the future will have a much higher 
order (and much more costly) obligation akin to that required of the huge SEQ 
water authorities (QUU and Urban Utilities) In addition, whilst we acknowledge 
that no decision has yet been made on the longer term role for the QCA, post 1 
July 2013, this does not provide certainty that the requirements will not extend 
beyond that period. 

Energy and Water Ombudsman Queensland (EWOQ) 

We believe it will be more efficient for Councils to be subject to a single 
Ombudsman scheme, rather that two as would be the case under the propoSed 
legislation, particularly when the full range of complaints-related statutory 
arrangements are considered as follows: 
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• Energy and Water Ombudsman requirements (ref Energy and Water 
Ombudsman Act) 

• Queensland Ombudsman requirements which is confusing for the 
community to have two Ombudsman systems (ref Ombudsman Act) 

• Administrative action complaints management requirements (ref both 
Local Government Act and Judicial Review Act) 

• Local Government Act competitive neutrality complaints requirements (ref 
both Local Government Act and Queensland Competition Authority Act) 

• Misconduct complaints (ref Crime and Misconduct Act) 

This round of water reform appears to be taking Council in the opposite direction 
to the efforts being undertaken by the State Government Department of Local 
Government and Planning to rationalise and stream-line the laws that apply to 
local government. Our intent is to restore an efficient water business that can truly 
contain prices and focus on improving services. Unfortunately the added 
compliance obligations will make it more difficult and more costly, having a direct 
impact on the business operation and resource requirements of Redland Water, 
which will flow onto its cost of operation and water pricing. 

The requirement to deal with proceedings and claims 

Should the proceedings not apply jointly and severally to allow each council to act 
in its own best interests in defending or pursing a matter? In addition, with regard 
to the costs and proceeds of proceedings, the method of apportionment of costs 
and / or proceeds of legal actions should be defined i.e. proportional to the 
Participation Rights. 

Thank you for the opportunity for your consideration of these matters. 

Yours sincerely 

Gary/Stevens n PSM 
Chief Executi e Officer 
Redland City Council 

Version 1.1 
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Submissions
Submitter Proposed new sections &

Section/initiative
Key Points

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Legislative timetable for the assent of the Bill. [Logan City Council states] the delayed progression of the SEQ Water (Distribution & Retail
Restructuring) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill with its proposed assent in April 2012 is of grave
concern to council, our community and to the staff involved.
Previous communication received from the State was that legislation was being passed in November
2011. Council respectfully requests the State Government treat this legislation as urgent and amend its
legislative making timetable in an expedient time-frame.

[Council identifies several issues should the Bill not be adopted or delayed including:]

 Councils being required to commit significant council resources and ratepayer funds in the
absence of legislative certainty for such actions;

 Communicating with staff in the absence of legislative certainty

 Significant financial risk to all 3 councils - The investment of time and money between now and
April 2012 may be wasted and/or misdirected.

 Significant risk to provision of essential services given the short time period between April 2012
and 30 June 2012. The Bill's retransfer scheme which affects the transfer of all Alconnex assets,
employees, liabilities and instruments to the withdrawn councils on 30 June 2012, is required to
be agreed by 30 April 2012

 Ongoing uncertainty for the staff involved in the water industry. The current draft Retransfer
Workforce Framework, which is aligned to the new Bill, requires all Council CEOs to finalise their
new water business structures by 1 March 2012 and notify employees transferring into the
structures by 15 March 2012

 ...a further significant risk is the ongoing exodus of Allconnex personnel departing and therefore
the service provider requirements not being able to be fulfilled ie. the provision of critical water
and sewerage services.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

List of possible withdrawal costs - possible
inclusion in a schedule

Dis-establishment activities:

 Project coordination/management

 Project costs (due diligence, professional fees, etc)

 Contract penalty costs of early termination or admin to amend payments related to the
cancellation of accommodation and vehicle leases, service contracts or systems support no longer
required and not novated to the distributor-retailer entities

 Dissolution expenses

 Voluntary redundancy payments to staff
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Submitter Proposed new sections &
Section/initiative

Key Points

 Disposal of assets
Establishment of commercial business unit;

 Category relates to the direct costs and purchases required to make the entities operational by 1
July 2012

 Establishing a Corporate structure for the Council water business (eg a General Manager, etc)

 Establishing a regulatory capability for the council water business (eg a regulatory and compliance
unit in council's water business) - systems required for complaints management and reporting

 Professional costs

 Software upgrade (eg needed to do billing as the current system is not supported) - systems
modification to accommodate new billing information

 Ombudsman fees

 Project coordination/management

 Costs of insurance for works (and WIPs) done by AW

 Loan implications for WIP/ debt servicing costs

 Work required to be done to reintegrate assets and liabilities back into the council system

 Work required to be done by the council CFO to establish new debt and loan structures

 Costs to replace assets (eg plant fleet) that have been disposed of by AW due to economies of
scale change to business operations (eg reducing the number of backhoes to increase utilisation
rates)

 Costs of media/communication plan to inform customers

 New branding and associated modification to any systems, etc

 Secondment arrangements between AW and councils as per workforce framework

Retransfer scheme activities;

 category of cost represents the costs incurred in order to affect the transfer of the relevant assets,
employees, liabilities and legal instruments from the existing businesses to the new entities

 Professional costs

Consequential or incidental activities;

 Professional costs

 Arbitration costs

 Interest

 Storage of AW corporate records

 Salary Maintenance under workforce framework, ie. costs of wages (difference between the LCC
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Submitter Proposed new sections &
Section/initiative

Key Points

certificated agreement and wage of the transferring employee)

 Costs of wages and conditions resulting from changes to employees conditions made by AW (eg
paying out the 9 day fortnight)

 Allocation of overhead or management costs within councils of operational staff involved in
establishing the new water business.

 Attendance at project steering committees, participation in working groups or subject matter
expert groups etc (internal and external)

 Costs associated with the disaggregation of water from AW such as system or process modification

 Costs associated with the modification of existing systems to ensure the ongoing provision of
services to the water business

 Any overhead costs associated with the provision of the above

 Cost of a direct cost - asset purchase/increase in budget for software licencing

 Major information technology and systems development costs, such as additional phone
capabilities

 Change management and communication plan development and activities.

Expenses not deemed to be considered withdrawal costs:

 Salary increases to transferring staff as determined by the successor council (LCC CA)

 Anticipated or actual revenue or profits

 Failure to realise anticipated savings

 Costs that would ordinarily be incurred as a service provider or local government.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Regulation making
power

Allconnex is proposing that the Minister be granted a power to make regulations to assist in remedying
any oversights and assisting Allconnex and the withdrawn councils achieve a stream lined transition.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Timing of Ministerial approval of retransfer
staff support framework

Allconnex seeks confirmation that the retransfer staff support framework will receive Ministerial
approval in sufficient time to enable it to comply with the framework prior to 30 June 2012.
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Submitter Proposed new sections &
Section/initiative

Key Points

Submission #3
Gold Coast City
Council

Timing of Bill GCCC is concerned that the consideration of this Bill could be significantly delayed as the committee is
required to report to the Parliament by April 2012, just three months prior to the proposed
disestablishment date. The potential delay poses a serious and unacceptable risk to the councils and
Allconnex Water. Achievement of the proposed disestablishment of Allconnex Water/re-establishment
of council water businesses on 1 July 2012 requires considerable expenditure and has a significant
impact on employees. It will require the councils and Allconnex Water to make decisions and commit
public funds to disestablishment and re-establishment activities without the certainty of legislation
having been passed. It is respectfully requested by GCCC that the committee give urgent consideration
to the Bill with a view to expediting its report to Parliament to facilitate a timely passage of the
legislation.

Submission #4
Redland City
Council

Timing of the Bill [Redland City Council] has strong concerns on the timing of the passage of the South-East Queensland
Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation and Amendment Bill 2011.
Achievement of the proposed disestablishment of Allconnex Water and the re- establishment of
council water businesses on 1 July 2012 requires considerable expenditure and has a significant impact
on employees. It will require the councils and Allconnex Water to make decisions and commit public
funds to disestablishment and re- establishment activities without the certainty of legislation having
been passed or passed in its current form. On behalf Redland City Council I [Chief Executive] request
you declare this as an urgent bill to expedite its adoption before the end of the parliamentary year.

Submission #4A Part 5, Amendment of Queensland
Competition Authority Act 1997
Cl 94, Insertion of new Part 16 Transitional
provision for South-East Queensland water
(Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and
Other Legislation Amendment Act 2011

Queensland Competition Price Monitoring
(QCA) requirements

Submission #3
Gold Coast City
Council

Chapter 3A, Division 4,
Subdivision 2
Withdrawal costs

Gold Coast City Council has maintained a position that the costs incurred as a consequence of deciding
to 'opt out' of Allconnex Water and re-establish its own water business should be met by the State
government and not the ratepayers of the Gold Coast. This belief is based upon the premise that the
State government, as the originator of the water reform process in South East Queensland, should bear
the financial costs of the reforms effectively being reversed. This position has been formally put to the
Premier and the Minister for Energy and Water Utilities and our opposition to the provisions of
Sections 92BR, 92BS, and 92BT insofar as they require Gold Coast to be responsible for its withdrawal
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costs and the withdrawal costs of Allconnex Water, Logan and Redland city councils is again formally
made.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 3, Division 1 Sub Div 2
Section 92AU
“Retransfer Scheme”, “Contents”,
“Accounting for Assets and Liabilities”.

[Council submits that]… it is considered the Bill must make a definitive reference to the apportionment
of "amalgamated" assets and liabilities that are not specifically referenced in the Bill to be apportioned
on the basis of "equity" as per the participation agreement in the SEQ Distribution Retailer Authority.
An example of this would be QTC debt extinguishment.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 3, Division 1, Sub Div 2
Section 92AU
“Retransfer Scheme”, “Contents”,
“Accounting for Assets and Liabilities”.

[Council submits]…it is considered the Bill must make the accounting treatment for unpaid water use
charges as a asset for the respective geographical withdrawn council and not be written off as an
expense.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 3, Division 2 Section 92BD
Part 4, Division 2 Section 9281
"Ministerial functions for retransfer”,
"Default provisions",”Allconnex's other
assets and liabilities".

[Council states] It is considered that all parties would be aware of any unresolved disagreement prior to
30 April 2012 and therefore the retransfer scheme not being agreed to. It is further considered that the
Section 92BA (Ministerial notice of retransfer) include a provision where there is not compliance with
Section 92AZ i.e. no retransfer scheme submitted due to disagreement, to ensure the Minister decides
and enforces such in the Retransfer Scheme prior to 30 May 2012. It is considered Section 92BI is not
flexible enough to enforcing "amount" disagreements as it is prescriptive in terms of "change the
successor Council". It is considered such section should also be clarified in this respect.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Div 4 Sub div 3 Section 92
CK
“Withdrawal Costs", "Arbitration" (How order
enforced)

[Council is of the opinion that] a Supreme Court action will be a time resource and costly process to
implement. [They suggest that]... the legislation ... clearly articulate that all costs for all parties in a
Supreme Court action must be paid by the Gold Coast City Council.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Div 4, Sub Div 3 Section 92
CE
"Withdrawal Costs”, "Arbitration",
(Application of Sub div 3)

[Council submits that] Section 92CE requires amendment to require that the Gold Coast City Council
must pay all costs of an agreed or appointed arbitrator under Section 92CF.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4
Sub div 1
Section 92BW
'Withdrawal Costs”, (What are withdrawal
costs)

[Council’s submission states that] It is considered the Section 92BW should be clarified to include costs
incurred prior to passing of the Bill i.e. since the decision of the councils to withdraw from Allconnex.

Submission #1 Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4 [Clarification is requested on the following items]:
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Logan City
Council

Sub div 1 Section 92BW
'Withdrawal Costs”, (What are withdrawal
costs)

 subsections (a) and (b) - the costs attributed to effectively discharge the regulatory requirements
of a withdrawn council as a service provider under the State water legislation for the period 1 July
2012 to 30 June 2013.

 subsections (c), (d) and (e) - such to be clarified to included the costs in contributing to the
development of the Retransfer Workforce Framework and the maintenance of the conditions for
employees enshrined in the framework for the life of such.

 additional subsection - the costs of arbitration under Chapter 4, Div 4, Subdivision 3 "Arbitration"
of the Bill.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4 Sub div 1
Section 92BW
'Withdrawal Costs”, (What are withdrawal
costs)

[Council submits that] The Bill's reference to a "regulation" under Section 92BW 'What are withdrawal
costs" is considered imperative to the effectiveness of the section and accordingly the regulation must
be approved at the same date as the passing of the Bill. In the event no regulation is programmed to
support the legislation, the attachment of regulation inclusions for the withdrawal costs be included as
a Schedule in the Act.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4 Sub div 2
Section 92BY & 92CA
"Withdrawal Costs", "Entitlements”,
(Allconnex's Costs), (Claiming Withdrawal
Costs)

[Council submits that] these sections are required to be amended to clarify a withdrawn council may
claim on behalf of Allconnex prior to or after the dissolution of Allconnex for the limitations period.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4 Sub div 2
Section 92CA

[Council argues that] the legislation should require that GCCC must either pay the other withdrawn
council's costs within 20 business days or dispute such with the withdrawn council within 20 business
days.
[It is Council’s opinion that] the section also requires amendment by inclusion of a substantial penalty
for Gold Coast City Council for not either:

 Making a withdrawal cost payment to the withdrawn council in the time period prescribed to be
20 business days.

 Not disputing the cost claim with the withdrawn council by the time period prescribed to be 20
business days.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4 Sub div 2
Section 92CC
'Withdrawal Costs", "Entitlements'',
(Limitation Period)

[Council asserts that] the section requires to be amended to avoid reliance on a "written contract"
which detours from the restricted Arbitration process…

…It is considered therefore the limitation period accordingly should be 30 June
2017 as opposed to 30 June 2013 in the impending Act amendment at Section
92cc "Limitation Period".

Submission #1 Chapter 3A, Part 4, Division 4, Sub div 3 [Council submits that] this section requires amendment by inclusion of a substantial penalty for a
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Logan City
Council

Section 92 CG
"Arbitration", (Conduct of Arbitration)

withdrawn Council not participating in the Conduct of Arbitration as per the legislation.

Submission #1
Logan City
Council

Chapter 3A, Part 5,
Provisions for other laws and instruments

[Council believes that] the Bill does not recognise the intellectual property of Allconnex currently
invested in implementing various requirements of the Water Act, Water Supply Act and the current
South-East Water (Distribution & Retail Restructuring) Act 2009 will "disperse as at 30 June 2012.
Allconnex will inherently transfer committed high level, public interest matters to Councils for which it
has largely had no control over.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Clause 40 (Section 99ATA)
Publication of future charges

[Allconnex proposes] that the commencement of the amendments to sections 99ATA and 99ATB of the
current Act (reflected in clauses 40 and 41 of the Bill) be brought forward so those amendments
commence on the date of assent of the Bill. Assuming the date of assent is before 31 March 2012, this
would impose the obligation on the withdrawn councils to publish their proposed charges for the next
financial year by 31 March 2012. AIlconnex's view is that section 99ATA does not impose an obligation
on Allconnex to publish any proposed charges for the 2012-2013 financial year because Allconnex does
not propose to make any such charges. However, to remove any doubt on this issue, we also propose
that the Bill introduce an additional provision making it clear that Allconnex has no obligation to
publish charges or proposed charges for any period after 30 June 2012.

Submission #3
Gold Coast City
Council

General Gold Coast City Council has resolved to withdraw from its water retailer/distributor (Allconnex Water)
and re-establish its own water services business. The draft Bill facilitates this decision and is therefore,
in general terms, supported by council.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

S92AR
Residual assets and liabilities

AIlconnex is seeking some flexibility in the Bill to allow for Allconnex and the withdrawn councils to
agree that in certain circumstances it may be desirable for an asset or a liabilty to be retained by
Allconnex following the retransfer, prior to dissolution.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

S92AR, 92AY and 92AZ
Certification
Statement — content 1
requirements

Allconnex is seeking confirmation in the Bill that the retransfer scheme and certification statement can
accommodate changes in the asset, liabilities and instruments of Allconnex between the date of the
retransfer scheme and 30 June 2012.

Submission #4A
Redland City
Council

Section 92 AT, Requirement to deal with
proceedings and claims

[Council’s view is that] …proceedings not apply jointly and severally to allow each council to act in its
own best interests in defending or pursing a matter? In addition, with regard
to the costs and proceeds of proceedings, the method of apportionment of costs
and / or proceeds of legal actions should be defined i.e. proportional to the
Participation Rights.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

s92BD
Penalty for failing to comply with a retransfer
direction

Allconnex seeks guidance as to the rationale for imposing a penalty on it for failing to comply with a
retransfer direction.
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Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Section 92AY, Section 92AZ
Material prejudice

Allconnex is seeking clarification in the Bill in relation to:

 Anticipated or actual revenue or profits

 what may constitute a ‘material prejudice’ of the interests of a third party

 whether the concept of material prejudice need only be considered in respect of the transfer
scheme itself, and not other negotiations which may occur ‘outside’ of the transfer scheme (to
enable parties to agree the retransfer scheme).

Submission #3
Gold Coast City
Council

Section 92B1 (3), Section 92BI
General Provisions Relating to Re-transfer

[Council asserts that] while the Bill provides a dispute mechanism in the event of the parties failing to
reach an agreement in relation to the determination of withdrawal costs, there is no such mechanism
to resolve a dispute in relation to the apportionment of assets and liabilities. Presumably, failure to
reach an agreement would lead to the apportionment of the assets or liabilities in accordance with the
participation rights of the councils (Section 92B1 (3)). This could lead to sub optimal outcomes in the
circumstances of assets and liabilities which were not transferred to Allconnex from a withdrawn
council. As an example, infrastructure loans (loans taken out to finance the construction of
infrastructure assets) should be apportioned to the asset they are aligned to, which, under the terms of
the Bill, being a geographically linked asset would be transferred to the council in which local
government area the asset is located. To fail to apportion a loan established to fund the building of the
asset to that council would be inequitable, as the council would receive the benefit of the asset without
a guarantee of the full amount of any attached liability being transferred to that council. To avoid the
potential for this outcome, it is suggested that either of two amendment could be adopted:
i) The dispute settling provisions be extended to also cover disputes in relation to the re-transfer
scheme, or
ii) The provisions of Section 92BI be revised to reflect a position that assets
other than those originally transferred from a withdrawn council be apportioned, where able, to the
Council to which the asset or liability can be reasonably linked, and if the asset or liability cannot be
reasonably so linked then the withdrawn councils are Allconnex's proportional joint successor for the
asset or liability.
[Gold Coast City Council notes]… the Minister's power under Section 92BI (4) to change the successor.
The effect of the above proposals could be achieved by the adoption of a Regulation which clarifies the
circumstances in which the Minister would exercise the powers under this provision.
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Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Section 92BI and 92AD
Default/fall back position for successor to
Allconnex liabilities

Allconnex considers it may be more appropriate for the legislation to recognise that in circumstances
where a debt relates specifically to an asset, that debt should be transferred to the withdrawn council
to whom the asset is also transferred. The parties should still be required to seek to agree the matter
in a retransfer scheme in the first instance, but failing such agreement, if the liability can be specifically
identified as relating to an asset which is to be transferred to a specific withdrawn council, the debt
should also be transferred to that same withdrawn council.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Section 92BS and Section 92CM
Exchange of information and confidentiality

Allconnex seeks clarity in the Bill that protections afforded to Allconnex in respect of the exchange or
disclosure of information required or desirable to implement the retransfer will also apply where the
retransfer timeline necessitates information being exchanged between the parties prior to the Bill
being passed.

Submission #2
Allconnex
Water

Section 92CM
Protections for Allconnex Board members
and officers

Allconnex seeks confirmation in the Bill that:

 all indemnified persons have the benefit of s92CM for actions done or decisions made by them
under the proposed Chapter 3A or in connection with the proposed retransfer prior to Chapter 3A
coming into effect

 the indemnified persons are protected for liability arising from decisions made or actions taken in
the ordinary course of business in anticipation of or to implement the retransfer

 Indemnified persons are excluded from liability arising from a breach of duty (consistent with the
approach adopted by the State Government in recent facilitating legislation involving statutory
transfer processes).

 Allconnex will not be in breach of section 92CB in circumstances where it may not be in the best
interests of Allconnex to ‘take all reasonable steps to mitigate the liability of GCCC.

Submission #4A
Redland City
Council

Part 3, Amendment of Energy and Water
Ombudsman Act 2006
Cls 79-84

[Council] …believes it will be more efficient for Councils to be subject to a single Ombudsman scheme,
rather that two as would be the case under the proposed legislation, particularly when the full range of
complaints-related statutory arrangements are considered as follows:
• Energy and Water Ombudsman requirements (ref Energy and Water Ombudsman Act)
• Queensland Ombudsman requirements which is confusing for the community to have two
Ombudsman systems (ref Ombudsman Act)
• Administrative action complaints management requirements (ref both Local Government Act and
Judicial Review Act)
• Local Government Act competitive neutrality complaints requirements (ref both Local Government
Act and Queensland Competition Authority Act)
• Misconduct complaints (ref Crime and Misconduct Act)
This round of water reform appears to be taking Council in the opposite direction
to the efforts being undertaken by the State Government Department of Local
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Government and Planning to rationalise and stream-line the laws that apply to
local government. Our intent is to restore an efficient water business that can truly
contain prices and focus on improving services. Unfortunately the added
compliance obligations will make it more difficult and more costly, having a direct
impact on the business operation and resource requirements of Redland Water,
which will flow onto its cost of operation and water pricing.

Submission #4A
Redland City
Council

Part 5, Amendment of Queensland
Competition Authority Act 1997
Cl 94, Insertion of new Part 16 Transitional
provision for South-East Queensland water
(Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and
Other Legislation Amendment Act 2011

Queensland Competition Price Monitoring
(QCA) requirements

The major imposition of the QCA requirements is ….resource implications that are over and above
those in place prior to the establishment of Allconnex Water. Council is not opposed to pricing
oversight for water and wastewater services; however, we believe that the QCA requirements place an
unacceptable financial impact on water prices and on ratepayers. [Council] appreciate[s] the intent of
the prudency and efficiency assessments and believe that under Council direction there will naturally
be a greater focus on these matters, without the need for a full scale regime. Whilst every other
Council-owned water business in Queensland will be subject to the prices oversight regime that
Redland Water previously was subject to, Redland Water of the future will have a much higher order
(and much more costly) obligation akin to that required of the huge SEQ water authorities (QUU and
Urban Utilities) In addition, whilst we acknowledge that no decision has yet been made on the longer
term role for the QCA, post 1 July 2013, this does not provide certainty that the requirements will not
extend beyond that period
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Appendix 4 – Queensland Water Commission response to submitters - December 2011

Substantive or common submissions
Delays to implementation of the Bill

Issue

The currently scheduled Environment, Agriculture, Resources and Energy Committee (EAREC) reporting
date of 5 April 2012 makes it likely that the Bill will lapse on the table if an intervening election is called.

Who raised it

All parties.

Queensland Water Commission response

The Commission agrees that the timing of the EAREC report makes the approval or passing of the Bill
challenging. The Bill currently provides for certain activities to be completed by April 2012. The
Queensland Water Commission has raised this issue in section 6 (page 24) of its report to the EAREC
Committee.

What happens for changes between 30 April and 30 June 2012?

Issue

If the parties are required to have their proposed scheme and certification statements lodged with the
Minister on 30 April 2012, how can changes in assets, liabilities and employees after 30 April 2012 be
accounted for when transferred to councils on 1 July 2012?

Who raised it

Allconnex

Queensland Water Commission response

Section 92 AU of the Bill enables the parties to include within the Retransfer Scheme, rules to address any
changes to the assets, liabilities and employees occurring between April 2012 (certification timeframe) and
1 July 2012 (transfer date).

Section 92BC enables the Minister to make a retransfer notice to rectify an error or omission within the
retransfer scheme. This would include where the parties set rules in the retransfer scheme dealing with
transfers between April and July 2012, where those rules failed to work in practice or produced an
inequitable outcome. Note that the Minister’s powers are limited to matters that can be transferred or
affected under Queensland law.

No dispute resolution for retransfer scheme disputes

Issue

While there are dispute resolution provisions in the Bill in relation to ‘withdrawal costs’ disputes, there are
no similar dispute resolution provisions for disputes about the division of assets and liabilities and other
matters proposed to be dealt with under the retransfer scheme.
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Who raised it

Gold Coast City Council (Gold Coast).

Queensland Water Commission response

The Bill provides for two scenarios: (1) where all parties agree on the transfers which is reflected in a
retransfer scheme, and (2) where they fail to reach agreement and rely entirely on the default rules to split
the assets and liabilities.

As stated above, the Minister has powers to address any matters inadvertently overlooked in the retransfer
scheme. However, Allconnex Water (Allconnex) has only been operational for one year. Therefore, the
original transfer scheme that transferred the assets from the three councils to Allconnex should largely be
able to form the basis for the retransfer scheme to enable those assets to be returned to the relevant
council.

Councils should already be working together to agree the transfer of assets etc under a retransfer scheme
The Queensland Water Commission has provided a retransfer template to assist councils to identify and
detail the matters for retransfer using this process.

It is important to note that because it is a legislative requirement of the retransfer scheme, parties will not
be able to complete the certification statement accompanying the proposed retransfer scheme for
lodgement with the Minister by 30 April 2012, if they cannot agree on the division of all of their assets and
liabilities. See s92AZ(1)(b)(ii) which requires the certification statement to include a statement that all
assets and liabilities are transferred.

If the parties cannot certify that the retransfer scheme deals with all assets and liabilities, the Minister will
not gazette the retransfer scheme (see s92BA(1) and s92AZ). While the council assumption of assets and
liabilities would still take place on 1 July 2012, the division of assets and liabilities would be effected by
applying the default rules under Part 4, Division 2 (Default Rules) of the Bill, rather than by the parties
under their own retransfer schemes.

It appears there is a misconception by stakeholders that they would be able to agree on a retransfer
scheme while at the same time relying on the default rules as the mechanism to deal with matters on
which they cannot agree. This is not the case, unless there is a genuine oversight. Because the Bill
indicates that the Minister will not gazette a retransfer scheme which fails to deal with all known assets and
liabilities, the parties must lodge a fully considered and compliant retransfer scheme.

There are specific mandatory requirements for retransfer schemes which, for policy reasons, cannot be
negotiated by the parties. Typically these matters relate to land and assets attached to land. For example,
land and interests in land must be transferred to the particular council where the land is (see s92AV for
certain pre-2010 land and assets and s92AW for certain post-2010 land). There are also rules for certain
claims and proceedings. The policy rationale for these types of mandatory provisions is to ensure that the
particular council, which will have an ongoing interest in the matter, is able to retain access or control over
the matter.

Whether the default rules operate fairly

Issue

Parties have raised issues with the perceived fairness and appropriateness of the default rules, including
concerns that certain councils may attempt to gain financial advantage over others by gaming the default
rules.
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Who raised it

Logan
Allconnex

Queensland Water Commission response

How the default rules operate:

How a default rule operates in a particular circumstance largely depends on whether the matter was
something brought to Allconnex by one of the councils under an original retransfer scheme (a pre-2010
matter) or whether it is an asset or liability which was created on a ‘whole of business’ basis by Allconnex (a
post-2010 matter). There are also separate default rules for service charges which are not characterised by
particular timeframes.

Pre- 2010 matters:

For any matter (asset, liability or proceeding) which a council brought to Allconnex under a 2010 transfer
scheme– the rule is that the matter would go back to the council from where it came (s92BI(2), 92BJ(2)).
This reflects the contribution of each individual council of an asset or liability that now makes up part of the
value of the business (regulated asset base).

Post- 2010 matters:

For any asset or liability which was created by Allconnex after its establishment in July 2010, the default
rules requires the matter to be split on a participation rights share, but jointly held, unless there was a
cogent policy reason not to.

This is based on the position that the Commission sees as fair, i.e. that any newly created assets and
liabilities which were not created for any individual council but for the whole of the Allconnex business,
should be shared by the ‘shareholders’ based on their ‘shareholdings’ in the business (which is
approximately 62%, 24%, 14% respectively).

While this is the general rule for post 2010 matters, there is a minor variation to that rule developed to
accommodate certain operational needs. For example, for certain un-commenced proceedings and certain
post-2010 court matters about land, all stakeholders felt it was appropriate to limit those matters to the
particular council where the land was because other councils were unlikely to have an ongoing interest in
the matter. For post 2010 proceedings (either on foot or un-commenced) which don’t relate to land (e.g.
misrepresentations etc) - these are given to all of the councils as joint successors.

Stakeholders are reminded that any unclaimed Allconnex withdrawal cost is an asset of Allconnex and
therefore it should be included in the division of Allconnex withdrawal costs under the retransfer scheme.

Default provisions for service charges

The default provisions for service charges (e.g. outstanding fees or charges that have, or could have been
billed by Allconnex) provide that the three councils are jointly the successors of all charges, according to
their participation rights shares. While the councils own these charges in their participation rights shares,
the default rules maintain that the charges are payable to the geographic council where the account is
located and that this particular council is responsible for debt collection etc. These provisions are designed
to ensure that customers have certainty about the entity to which they pay their bills, but to also ensure
that any joint Allconnex income (when it is received by the council responsible for debt collection) is
divided between the participating councils.
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Whether the default rules are fair:

Because of the requirements for certification statements, the default rules will only be applied where:
(a) assets, instruments and liabilities were legitimately overlooked (where the rules apply to the
overlooked matter); or
(b) where the parties couldn’t come to a complete agreement and therefore all of the default rules are

applied to all assets, instruments and liabilities.

Therefore, the councils can avoid the wholesale application of the default provisions by making their own
agreement, reflected in a retransfer scheme about how to split their assets and liabilities.

If there is an inequity resulting from applying the default rules to a particular oversight or to the whole
retransfer, a safeguard is provided by giving the Minister powers to effectively undo the application of the
default rules(s92BI(4)).

Who gets to keep outstanding customer bills

Issue

There was concern raised in some of the submissions that there might be an unfair advantage from the
operation of the default rules or s92DP of the Act, to allow a particular geographic council to keep what
would otherwise be considered to be Allconnex income.

Who raised it

Logan City Council (Logan).

Queensland Water Commission response

This submission mistakenly interprets s92DP of the Bill to mean that Gold Coast (given that a large portion
of Allconnex’s uncollected charges lie within the Gold Coast area for operational reasons) would be able to
collect and keep any of these as yet unpaid water charges, without having to remit any part of the
payments to the other councils.

That is, Logan is concerned that it would be missing out on its approximately 24% share of the income that
would be due to Allconnex.

Section 92DP of the Bill does not allow Gold Coast to keep those monies, but instead provides for the law
that will be applied in the collection of those accounts. It states that the Local Government Act applies ‘as
if’ the debt were overdue rates owing to the geographic council where the customer is. This means that
the Local Government Act provisions apply to the process of debt collection, e.g. that it is the local
government interest rates and the power to sell land for non-payment that applies.

While the Local Government Act rules are applied to the collection of the debt and dealings with the
customer, the legal entitlement to the debt itself is still something which the parties could themselves have
assigned in whatever percentage they chose under the retransfer schemes.

However, if the parties do not reach agreement on how to split the monies when unpaid bills are paid and
reflect this in the retransfer scheme, the default rules would apply. Therefore the income from those
charges, once collected, would be owned on a participation rights split, with debt collection obligations
going to the geographic council (see section 0 for how the default rules apply in relation to service charges).
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Why can’t withdrawal costs be clarified

Issue

There have been a number of submissions regarding whether withdrawal costs are adequately defined in
the Bill.

Who raised it

All parties.

Queensland Water Commission response

The Bill provides the power to make a regulation to provide for more detail about what is included and
excluded from withdrawal costs to that already provided in the Bill. Unlike the time pressures associated
with the retransfer of assets and liabilities, there is more time to deal with withdrawal costs as this process
can be continued after the councils take back the water function. The Queensland Water Commission will
be working with the parties to develop a regulation around withdrawal costs and parties’ submissions
about particular types of withdrawal costs will be considered in detail at that time.

Logan’s submission indicates a concern about whether the definition of withdrawal costs will include costs
incurred by Logan, Redland City Council (Redland) and Allconnex prior to the passage of the Bill. Although
the Queensland Water Commission considers that the drafting is sufficiently clear that these costs are
included, it is proposed to provide a stronger statement in the Bill to ensure this issue is more fully clarified
and understood. This will involve inserting the words ‘has incurred’ into s92BW(1). The regulation is
capable of providing specificity in relation to the time at which a cost was incurred.

Timeliness and enforcement of withdrawal cost payments

Issue

There have been submissions seeking changes to the Bill to set timeframes for the payments of withdrawal
costs by Gold Coast and for the enforcement of the payment of these costs.

Who raised it

Logan.

Queensland Water Commission response

Logan’s submissions were that Gold Coast should be forced to either admit withdrawal costs and pay them
within a certain period or to dispute the alleged cost and lodge a dispute referral for the cost within a set
period. In both cases the period was to be 20 business days. The Bill already allows either Logan or Redland
to lodge their own notice of dispute in the event that Gold Coast does not admit liability or does admit
liability but will not enter into an agreement. The parties can seek an enforcement order of the outcome of
arbitration.
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Queensland Competition Authority (QCA) regulation

Issue

Whether the QCA should undertake price monitoring for the withdrawing councils at all, or if so, whether
they should be given an exemption in their first year of operation.

Who raised it

Redland and Logan.

Queensland Water Commission response

Councils were made aware that QCA monitoring would remain a possibility when they decided to opt out of
their distributor-retailer. However, the Bill does accommodate a relaxation in the first year of operation of
water businesses by the withdrawn councils. The Bill simply provides for the ability to introduce price
monitoring by listing the withdrawn councils as monopoly businesses under the QCA regulation. To
implement price monitoring, the Government must take a further administrative step and issue a Direction
Notice to the QCA. The Government does not intend to issue such a Direction Notice for the founding
2012-13 year for the withdrawn councils on the proviso that the withdrawn councils apply the CPI cap to all
customers.
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Gold Coast City Council submission and responses

QWC
Item #

Location Issue Queensland Water Commission Comments

1. Page 2, para 3
to 5

Timing of the Bill – the Gold
Coast has indicated that the
timing of the EAREC report
to Parliament.

See s0 of report

2. Page 2, para 7 Withdrawal costs – Gold
Coast asserts that it has
been its maintained position
that the State should bear
the cost of disestablishment,
not Gold Coast ratepayers.

While Gold Coast may not wish to volunteer to pay other council’s withdrawal costs, it has been
clear from the terms of the State Government’s offers that this was the pre-condition for the State
Government moving to prepare the necessary Bill to disestablish Allconnex Water. Gold Coast has,
in its own resolutions (see Gold Coast resolution G11.0725.029, 25 July 2011) and in a letter to the
Minister for Energy and Water Utilities (dated 29 July 2011), requested the State Government to
progress with the Bill to enable its withdrawal from Allconnex on those conditions. This was subject
to the proviso that the Gold Coast would not compensate Logan or Redland for loss of profit and
that has been reflected in the Bill as agreed.

3. Page 2, para 8 No dispute resolution
scheme for disputes about
transfer of assets and
liabilities.

See s0 of report as to why dispute resolution was not included for retransfer scheme matters.

As an alternative to dispute resolution, Gold Coast submitted that the default rules be modified to
provide for some type of apportionment (e.g. for an amount related to the loans for the asset)
where an asset is transferred to a particular council instead of being split on a participation rights
share. The Queensland Water Commission’s view is that if an asset is owned in a participation
rights share, then it is fair that liabilities (such as the loans related to that asset) are shared on a
participation rights basis.
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4. Page 2,
second last
para

Ministerial discretion
around changing the default
provisions

Gold Coast’s submission appears to be a request for some certainty about when the Minister would
use his power to modify the default.

The Government’s clear position has been the parties should make their own agreements and reflect
these in a retransfer scheme, and not rely totally on the default provisions. The Minister’s powers
are primarily drafted to account for rectifying the ‘unknown’ or missed assets, where it is not
possible to foresee how the power would be used.

General administrative law principles would apply to the Minister in using this power (e.g. lack of
bias, rights to be heard etc).
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Logan City Council submission and responses

QWC
Item
#

Location Issue Queensland Water Commission Comments

5. Page 1 of submission Legislative timeframe for
assent of Bill

See s0 of report

6. Page 1 Section 92AU Accounting
for assets and liabilities –
apportionment of
“amalgamated assets.

Logan’s submission indicated that the Bill should allocate the assets, liabilities etc under a
retransfer scheme.

During stakeholder consultation, it was clearly communicated that the division of the assets and
liabilities of Allconnex is a matter for the parties to negotiate and settle, rather than for the State
to have to legislate. It was also agreed during consultation that similar types of concepts (i.e.
council negotiated transfer schemes) would be used to exit councils out of Allconnex as were
originally used in creating Allconnex.

There were some changes arising from the need to provide for the break-up of Allconnex. For
example, if under the original 2010 transfer schemes, something non-essential was missed or not
able to be agreed upon, subsequent retransfer schemes could be made to transfer the matter to
Allconnex at a later time. This time, there is a ‘once-only’ opportunity to deal with matters, as
Allconnex is being wound up promptly after 1 July 2012. Therefore the Bill requires the parties to
make final decisions about all Allconnex assets and liabilities and ensure that any matter
necessary to wind up Allconnex is accounted for. (see s92AU). This includes matters that are not
strictly about shifting an asset or liability to a particular council (e.g. to allow certain loans to be
restructured). Again, this remains a matter for the parties themselves to agree to in their
retransfer scheme and it is not intended to legislate an outcome for matters such as loan
restructuring between the parties.
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It is considered that the Bill already contains adequate ‘backups’ in the event that agreements
cannot be reached or an oversight by the parties.

7. Page 2 Section 94 AU Accounting
for assets and liabilities -
unpaid water charges Gold
Coast City Council

There are two main parts of this submission.

The first is premised on the Bill allowing a particular geographic council to keep outstanding debt
amounts. This is a misinterpretation of the provisions of the Bill. Section 0 of the report outlines
the Commission’s response.

The second is that Logan considers there is a risk to its share of Allconnex income in the event
that there are significant write offs by Allconnex of customer debt. This is a matter that the
Council owners of Allconnex need to be working through with Allconnex. This is not a legislative
matter.

8. Page 2 Section 92BI

Allconnex’s other assets
and liabilities

This submission has primarily 3 issues. The first is that the Bill assumes that the parties will be
aware of areas of disagreement prior to 30 April 2012. The second appears to be that, even if the
parties were aware of their areas of dispute, the Bill does not adequately cater for this. The third
appears to be that the Minister should be required to deal with disputes about retransfer
schemes rather than relying on the default rules.

These claims are at odds with the Government’s clear message the Bill provides that the parties
determine the allocation of the assets and liabilities. The Commission’s response to these
matters is outlined in sections 0 and 0 of the report.
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9. Page 2 Section 92 BW

What are withdrawal costs
– preliminary costs

Logan has asked for clarification within the Bill that the recoverable withdrawal costs include
those incurred prior to the passage of the Bill. See section 1.6 for the Commission’s response.

10. Page 2 Section 92 BW

What are withdrawal costs

The submission asks for withdrawal costs to be defined in the primary legislation rather than a
regulation and asks for clarification regarding certain types of costs. The Commission’s response
is outlined in section 0.

While the examples raised will be dealt with during the development of the regulation, the point
should be made that the Bill clearly does not provide for Gold Coast to be responsible for ongoing
costs associated with Logan becoming a service provider. In relation to arbitration costs, the
Commission’s position is that the arbitrator will deal with costs in the context of a particular
claim.

11. Page 2 Withdrawal costs The submission indicates a concern around the timing of the regulations. The Commission
intends to work to a timetable to develop to be ready to be made very shortly after the Bill is
enacted

12. Page 3 Withdrawal costs –
Allconnex’s cots and
claiming withdrawal costs

The submission requests clarification that Logan and Redland may claim on behalf of Allconnex
prior to and after dissolution of Allconnex.

Section 92BY(3)(a) makes it clear that Allconnex must make its claims for withdrawal costs until
the retransfer scheme takes effect, which is anticipated to be the end of 30 June 2012. To claim
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any Allconnex withdrawal costs after that time, s92BY(3)(b) provides for the payment to be made
to the council nominated to receive the particular withdrawal cost (which is an asset of
Allconnex) in the retransfer scheme. This also stated in the explanatory notes for the Bill (on
page 35).

13. Page 3 Claiming withdrawal costs Logan requests there be timeframes around claiming costs or making disputes and associated
penalties. The Commission’s response is outlined in section 0 of the report.

14. Page 3 Limitation period Logan’s submission indicates a perceived conflict between s92CC (Limitation Period) and 92CG
(Conduct of Arbitration). There is no conflict between these provisions. Section 92CC only ends
Gold Coast’s liability on 30 June 2013 if there is no written agreement for the withdrawal cost or
if none of the parties have given a notice of intent to refer a dispute by this time. The parties
may have given a notice of dispute prior to June 2013, therefore keeping their claim alive past 30
June 2013 and still be in arbitration during that year. The ‘best endeavours clause’ in s92CG is to
try to manage how long these commenced arbitrations last for, with a best endeavours obligation
to have these arbitrations finalised by 1 December 2013.

Logan’s submission also indicates a misunderstanding of the limitation period clause. The
provision does not require that any enforcement of an arbitration order be done by this time by 1
December 2013, only that there be best endeavours to get through the arbitration process. The
timeframes for enforcing an arbitration order (deemed to be a Supreme Court order upon filing
under s92CK) would be subject to the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules (i.e. six years from filing).

15. Page 3 Arbitration Logan submission indicates that there should be penalties for failing to have participated in an
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arbitration. Section 92C empowers the arbitrator to conduct the arbitration in the way the
arbitrator considers appropriate.

16. Page 3 Arbitration The submission asks that a provision be inserted that requires the Gold Coast to pay all
arbitration costs. The arbitrator has been given appropriate power under s92CI(2) to make
orders in respect of costs. For example, it is not expected that Gold Coast would be required to
pay costs of arbitration if Logan or Redland were unsuccessful in claiming a particular withdrawal
cost.

17. Page 3 Enforcement of arbitration The submission indicates that s 92CK is not an appropriate enforcement mechanism and that the
Minister should be making orders for enforcement of the arbitration order. The mechanism
chosen is a suitable and normal way of enforcing an arbitration outcome.

18. Page 4 Provisions for other laws
and instruments

Logan appears to indicate a concern with applying QCA price monitoring in their first year of
operation (i.e. 2012-13) and having a Netserv Plan ready for 30 June 2013.

For QCA regulation matters, see section 0 of the report.

In relation to the Netserv Plan requirements, there is no provision in the Bill for an extension of
that date. Allconnex Water has been working on its NetServ Plan, which could reasonably form
the basis for use by each of the councils.
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19. Page 4 to 5 Regulation inclusions for a
schedule in the Act re
withdrawal costs

As discussed in section 0 of this report, the Commission does not intend to respond to individual
withdrawal cost proposals as this will form part of the work to be undertaken in the withdrawal
cost regulation.
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Allconnex Water submission and responses

QWC
Item #

Location Issue Queensland Water Commission Comments

20. Item No 1 That all under 92CM, it is
not clear that there are
protections for decisions
made by Indemnified
Persons or actions done by
them in anticipation of
Chapter 3A or the retransfer
prior to Chapter 3A coming
into effect.

The Indemnified Persons are
not protected from liability
in respect of decision made
or actions done in the
ordinary course of business,
in contemplation of, or to
implement the retransfer.
This is because s92CM is
directed only at protection
decision made or actions
done under the chapter.

The indemnified persons are
not excluded from liability
arising from a breach of a
particular duty. For
example, it may not always
be possible for board

The Commission proposes to make a retrospective amendment to provide clarity that the requisite
coverage is from the time between the introduction of the Bill and its assent, and also deal with
decisions or actions done in the ordinary course of business that are in contemplation of, or to
implement the retransfer.

This allows for matters that may need to be dealt with outside of the retransfer scheme which are
none the less necessary in a pre-wind up environment. The Commission notes that any amendment to
provide for this would need to be made retrospective to the introduction of the Bill.
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members or officers to act
in the best interest of
Allconnex, given that
Allconnex must work to
implement a policy decision
of the state government to
retransfer/ disestablish,
which must by necessity
involve it taking into account
the interests of the
withdrawn councils as
future owners and operators
of Allconnex’s business.

The conflict between
Allconnex statutory duty to
act in the best interest of
Allconnex and Allconnex’s
statutory obligation under
s92CB to act in the interest
of the Gold Coast to
mitigate Gold Coast’s
liability to Allconnex.

The Bill provides for a statutory indemnity for any work done in contemplation of a retransfer
scheme or to implement a retransfer scheme. Allconnex has, on a number of occasions asked
for an indemnity for their board members or a modification of the duties owed by their board
members. This request for indemnity has not been granted. As has previously been advised
to Allconnex, the best interests of the entity will generally be linked to the best interests of the
shareholders as a group. Where the interests of the shareholders diverge, the directors should
act fairly between the different classes of shareholders.

It follows that in assessing the actions of a board member or an officer against the duty within
the South East Queensland (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Regulation 2010, that
Allconnex is in a transitional phase prior to the transfer of assets back to participating local
governments as of 1 July 2012, will again be a highly relevant factor to inform the nature of a
Allconnex’s best interest.

The Commission understands that Allconnex is seeking to enter into a caretaker agreement
with each participating local government to set out the board's role as caretaker during the
transition period. The Commission believes that this is a good approach to facilitating the
transition of the business and to accommodate the particular relief that the board members
seek to achieve. In the absence of such caretaker agreement with each participating local
government, the Commission would expect the Allconnex board to communicate with the
withdrawn councils about how Allconnex intends to operate the business during the
transitional period.

The position under the Bill is the ordinary law of loss and damage applies. Any corporate body which is
a claimant for loss or damage is still obliged to mitigate the loss, despite the fact that it has its own
corporate duties to itself and its shareholders. The duty of mitigation applies to Allconnex for Gold
Coast’s liability to Allconnex.
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21. No.2 Allconnex have indicated
there are a number of
drafting issues in relation to
the publication of proposed
and final charges under
s99ATA.

The Commission notes that there are the following issues with price publication requirements of the
Bill -

Currently under section 99ATA of the Act, distributor-retailers are required to publish their proposed
prices on 31 March and their final prices on 30 June (‘the price publication requirements’). However,
s116 of the Act provides a transitional exemption for distributor-retailers so that they are not required
to publish their proposed 2012-13 prices on 31 March 2012. There is however, no exemption for
publishing final prices for 2012-13 on 30 June 2013. The basis for this is that customers need to know
final pricing for 2012-13, but with the CPI cap in place, there was no need for proposed prices to be
published.

Allconnex noted the Bill will change s 99ATA to apply the price publication requirements to distributor-
retailers and the withdrawn councils (see clause 40 of the Bill). This has been done by applying the
requirements to the new generic term of ‘SEQ service provider’.

Allconnex also stated the clause 40 amendments commence at midnight 30 June 2012. This would be
impossible for councils to meet given the publication date for prices is also on 30 June 2012. Councils
will also be unable to comply as they won’t officially be water or sewerage service providers until
midnight June 2011 (when their commercial business units commence). The timing of the change from
distributor-retailer to SEQ service providers is probably not an issue for the distributor-retailers, who
are already captured by the existing provisions in 99ATA.

It is therefore proposed to make a minor transitional provision so that a withdrawn council need not
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publish its final 2012-2013 prices - ordinarily due for 30 June 2012 – until 1 July 2012. Also it will clarify
that Allconnex does not need to publish its final prices for 2012-2013 on 30 June 2012.

22. No. 3 Section 92AY of the Bill
requires that the retransfer
parties give the Minister a
statement (the certification
statement) certifying all of
the assets, liabilities and
instruments that the
withdrawn councils are to
receive under the retransfer
scheme. The certification
statement must also comply
with s92AZ.

Allconnex’s submission indicated that it would be beneficial for a definition of material prejudice to be
included in the Bill. This concept was a concept used in the original transfer schemes in 2010 without
a definition in the enabling Act. It is suggested that Allconnex would be better served by allowing it to
interpret this term with a view to how it would effect a particular contract etc, rather than setting up a
legislative definition. To the extent that Allconnex is concerned that they would be exposed to some
type of liability would arise in relation to the third party, there are the indemnity provisions to provide
protections for things done under a retransfer scheme.

Allconnex also sought clarification of whether the consents be obtained for transfers legally effected
under commercial arrangements rather than via a retransfer scheme (even if referenced in the
retransfer scheme).

Allconnex believes that there are assets that can’t be retransferred under the Bill. Allconnex cited the
transfer of software licences as a key example. To the extent that these are governed by Queensland
law and there is no material prejudice created in their transfer under the retransfer scheme – they can
be retransferred under the provisions of the Bill. If, on the other hand, the contract or licences etc are
governed by a law other than Queensland, or if their transfer under the provisions of the Bill would
cause a material prejudice of the rights of the other party, these will need to be dealt with by
agreement.

23. No. 4 Section 92BS of the Bill The Commission agrees that this could be a problem for Allconnex given that much of the work and
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contains a regime for the
authorised exchange of
information / disclosure of
information between the
retransfer parties. This is
complemented by
information exchange
provisions. Allconnex will
need to disclose information
to withdrawn councils prior
to the Bill’s passage.
Accordingly Allconnex is
exposed to liability for
breach of contract or
confidentiality for
disclosures before the Bill’s
passage. It is not practical
to obtain consents from all
contractors.

information exchange to be ready for 1 July 2012, requires work prior to the assent of the Bill. The
Commission believes that the matter warrants a retrospective provision for the application of 92BS and
92CM (commencing from the introduction of the Bill).

24. No.5 Sections 92BL (default
provisions) of the Bill
operates such that for: (1)
pre-2010 matters dealt with
under a transfer scheme,
the matter goes back to the
particular council; and (2)
post-2010 matters are
owned jointly by councils in
their participation rights
shares.

See section 0 of the report.
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25. No.6 How to deal with changes
between 30 April and 30
June 2012.

See section 0 of the report.

26. No.7 Whether there is scope for
certain assets or liabilities to
remain with Allconnex post
1 July 2012?

The Commission is awaiting information from Allconnex about this matter. A revised response on this
will be provided as soon as that occurs.

27. No.8 Whether a regulation
making power is required
for missed assets.

The submission is based on a misunderstanding of the default rules. Firstly there is power to make a
transitional regulation (s 123) in the Bill. Secondly, the default rules will apply to any asset genuinely
overlooked. The Ministerial direction powers under s92BD can be used to deal with any variation of
the default rules (see s92BI(4)).

28. No. 9 Timing of Ministerial
approval of the retransfer
staff support framework

The certification statement rules under s92AZ(1)(b)(iv) simply require that the retransfer scheme not
be inconsistent with the retransfer staff support framework.

If there is no framework legally in place at that date, to meet the policy objectives, the person’s signing
the certification statement could note that there is no inconsistency because there was no approved
framework in place at the time (but that the retransfer scheme was consistent with the draft
framework).

The Commission has already provided for retrospective operation of the framework, backdated to the
time of administrative approval – but cannot make the framework legally effective until such time as
the Bill has passed.

29. No. 10 Whether there is any reason
for a penalty provision for
failing to abide by a
Ministerial direction.

The penalty provisions to ensure that the parties comply were a feature of the original legislative
provisions for transfer to Allconnex. These were not used but do provide an incentive for timely
compliance.
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30. Page 1 Timing of the Bill. See section 0 of the report.

31. Page 1,
additional
submission

QCA price monitoring role See section 0 of the report.

32. Page 1,
additional
submission

Applying Energy and Water
Ombudsman Queensland
(EWOQ) jurisdiction to
withdrawn councils

Redland questioned whether the EWOQ should be applied.

There is no intention of removing withdrawn councils from the application of the EWOQ scheme.
There is a clear delineation between the roles of the EWOQ, who deals with residential and small
business customers’ complaints around the application of the Customer Water and Wastewater Code
(‘the Code’), and the Queensland Ombudsman who has residual jurisdiction (i.e. for large customers
and matters falling outside the Code). This jurisdictional division is managed via a Memorandum of
Understanding between the two bodies, with referral mechanisms existing between the two of them.

The Commission believes that SEQ customers would be confused by another change of jurisdiction
when the EWOQ service has only recently been introduced. The EWOQ service provides a number of
advantages for residential and small business customers over and above the Queensland
Ombudsman (QO) service. This includes the availability of binding orders (QO may only provide
recommendations) and a more detailed investigation into operational matters (beyond
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maladministration).

To this end, the continuation of the EWOQ jurisdiction for councils does not add to red-tape. As the
EWOQ service is a fee for use service (i.e. to the council), the costs of administration can be managed
by councils appropriately managing their own customer complaints.

33. Page 2,
additional
submission

Proceedings and claims –
should be applied jointly to
all councils to decide to
defend or pursue a matter.
Plus the apportionment of
costs etc should be
apportioned by
participation rights.

The proceedings provisions were drafted on the basis of stakeholder submissions to the Commission.

For example, s.92AT provides for retransfer schemes to deal with proceedings and claims. Under
that provision:

- if proceedings began with a council and were transferred to Allconnex under a transfer
document, the proceeding goes back to the council who assigned it to Allconnex.

- proceeding about land in Planning and Environment Court or Land Court – goes to the council in
whose area is the land is located.

- otherwise, who is responsible for the proceeding is up to the parties themselves by allocating
responsibility in the retransfer scheme.

Section 92BJ provides for the default position where no retransfer agreement provides for the
replacement for proceedings:

- proceedings that began with a council and were transferred to Allconnex via a retransfer
document, goes back to the council who assigned it to Allconnex.

- proceeding about land in Planning and Environment Court or Land Court – goes to the council in
whose area is the land is located.

- otherwise, the withdrawn councils are Allconnex’s proportional joint successor.
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Appendix 5 – Queensland Water Commission Report - November 2011

Summary

Purpose of the Report

This Report has been prepared by the Queensland Water Commission (Commission) for the Environment,
Agriculture, Resources and Energy Committee (EARAC) to provide information on the development of the
South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill
2011 (‘the Bill’). It is a summary of the activities (including consultation) undertaken by the Commission in
developing the Bill.

Briefing Format

The Bill broadly deals with two separate key pieces of policy work, which are broken up into parts A and B
in this report.

Part A. Part A of the Report relates to the dissolution of Allconnex Water (Allconnex) and the transfer of
the water and wastewater operations from Allconnex back to its participating Councils, Gold Coast City
Council (Gold Coast), Logan City Council (Logan) and Redland City Council (Redland).

Part B. Part B of the Report relates to the remaining parts of the Bill which generally have application to all
Distributor-retailers and their Councils, including the withdrawn Councils (Gold Coast, Logan and Redland).

Background

SEQ water sector reforms - 2011

The South East Queensland (SEQ) water sector reforms which were approved by the Queensland
Government in August 2007, outlined reforms that would occur over two stages.

Stage One was given effect through the South East Queensland Water (Restructuring) Act 2007 which
established three statutory authorities to own the bulk supply, bulk transport and manufactured water
infrastructure and services in SEQ. It also established the SEQ Water Grid Manager, to be the single
purchaser of bulk water services, the single seller of bulk water in SEQ, and to operate the SEQ Water Grid.

Stage Two of the SEQ water reform program was to be operational by July 2010, and to be effected by:

(a) establishing four local government owned entities being a single Distribution Entity and three Retail
Entities to take over the functions of water distribution, wastewater treatment and the sale of water
retail services from the existing ten SEQ local governments; and

(b) creating an overarching regulatory framework for the provision of distribution and retail services in
the SEQ urban water sector.

The Council of Mayors, South East Queensland (CoMSEQ) raised a number of concerns about the Stage 2
reform model and consequently, were invited by the Queensland Government, to propose an alternative
reform model that still fulfilled the reform objectives of:

 efficiency gains through economies of scale;

 improved service delivery to customers;

 asset regulation ensuring long-term infrastructure planning at least cost service; and

 commercially focussed entities accountable to Council owners and customers.
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CoMSEQ proposed the establishment of three Council-owned, but separate and vertically integrated
distribution-retail businesses (Distributor-retailers). CoMSEQ also proposed retaining the operational date
of 1 July 2010. The Queensland Government endorsed the CoMSEQ Distributor-retailer model.

Stage Two was thus given effect by the SEQ Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009 (the DR
Act), which established the Distributor-retailers from 1 July 2010. The DR Act provided for the Council
owners of each Distributor-retailer to have participation rights (which is akin to shareholder rights) within
their Distributor-retailer.

The three Distributor-retailers and their Council owners (called participating Councils) are:

 Northern SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority (trading as Unitywater) – Moreton Bay and Sunshine Coast
Councils.

 Central SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority (trading as Queensland Urban Utilities) – Brisbane, Ipswich,
Lockyer, Scenic Rim and Somerset Councils: and

 Southern SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority (trading as Allconnex Water) – Gold Coast, Redland and
Logan Councils;

The DR Act and further amendments in 2010 established the governance arrangements for the Distributor-
retailers and the process to transfer the water and wastewater functions, assets, employees, instruments
and liabilities from Councils to Distributor-retailers by way of transfer schemes.

Each participating Council entered into a participation agreement with its Distributor-retailer. These
agreements set out the participation rights of a Council, or its ‘share of the equity’ in the Distributor-
retailer.

Each Distributor-retailer has a board with the members appointed by the participating Councils under the
participation agreement.

Each Distributor-retailer is also subject to price monitoring and public reporting by the Queensland
Competition Authority.

The DR Act also provided for the making of a Workforce Framework (Staff Support Framework) to provide
equitably for the transfer of staff and their entitlements to the Distributor-retailers (including Allconnex).

The transfer schemes were approved by the Minister and given effect upon notification in the Gazette. To
ensure the efficacy and integrity of these transfer schemes, the SEQ local governments were required to
certify that they had met the requirements for transfer schemes under the DR Act.

In late 2010, further amendments to the DR Act and the Energy Ombudsman Act 2006 extended the
existing investigation and dispute resolution role of the Energy Ombudsman to include water and
wastewater disputes with SEQ Distributor-retailers from residential and small business customers. These
customers would have access to dispute resolution processes provided by the Energy and Water
Ombudsman Queensland in accordance with the Customer Water and Wastewater Code (Customer Code)
made by the Minister under the DR Act. The dispute resolution scheme of the Energy and Water
Ombudsman became operational from 1 January 2011, the same commencement date as the Customer
Code.

SEQ water sector reforms - 2011

On 7 April 2011, the Queensland Government announced proposed amendments to the DR Act to “[make]
SEQ Councils…responsible for how water is distributed and retailed and how much they charge [so that]
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these decisions will rest solely with Councils” . A full copy of the announcement is available here. Two key
changes were proposed.

1. Firstly, the DR Act would be amended to cap price increases by the three SEQ Council-owned
Distributor-retailers for their water and wastewater services (excluding trade waste and recycled
water). These charges were to be capped to increase only by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) increase
per annum. The CPI price cap was to apply to residential households and small business customers
from 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2013.

2. Secondly, the SEQ Councils were provided a once-only opportunity to decide to opt out of their
Distributor-retailer and re-establish Council owned and operated water and wastewater businesses.
Councils that decided to withdraw from their Distributor-retailer, were to complete this transaction by
1 July 2012. Councils were to inform the Government of their decision by 1 July 2011, which was
subsequently extended to providing a final decision by 1 August 2011. (Redland and Logan sought
additional time to make their decisions, once the Gold Coast decision was to hand, in late July 2011.)

The Commission was requested by the Queensland Government to implement these two Government
decisions.

CPI price cap, price mitigation plans and price paths

The Fairer Water Prices for SEQ Amendment Act 2011 (Fairer Water Prices Act) amended the DR Act to
implement the CPI cap. The Fairer Water Prices Act also required the Council owners of the Distributor-
retailers to adopt a price mitigation plan and a quantifiable price path covering at least a five year period.

The price mitigation plans, including price paths, were not to be assessed by the State Government as a
pre-condition of the future structure of any Distributor-retailer. Councils were to publish these plans to be
open to community scrutiny.

From 1 July 2013, SEQ Councils will be responsible and accountable for setting water and wastewater
distribution and retail prices, via their price paths.

Council decisions to opt out of their Distributor-retailer

Councils were requested to advise the Queensland Government by August 2011 of their final decision to
either stay with their Distributor-retailer or take back their water and wastewater businesses to direct
Council operations. Subsequent advice from the Minister for Energy and Water Utilities was that re-
establishing Council water and wastewater businesses would be by 1 July 2012, and be on the basis that the
Councils could offer more affordable water services. Opting-out Councils were to bear the consequent
costs of withdrawal from their Distributor-retailer.

Part A of this paper outlines the decisions of SEQ Councils and the consequent development of legislation
to give effect to those decisions.

Councillors on Distributor-retailer boards

The Minister for Energy and Water Utilities made a statement on 20 July 2011 (available here) that
foreshadowed further changes to Councils and Distributor-retailers, by allowing Councillors to be members
of a Distributor-retailer’s boards. This would give Councils both more access to a Distributor-retailer’s
strategic decision-making processes and a better understanding of the specific day to day operational
issues and how they impact on customers and the broader communities serviced by a Distributor-retailer.

Part B of this paper outlines the consequent development of legislation to deliver on this and related
matters.
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PART A – WIND UP PROVISIONS

Policy Drivers

The Statement on 7 April 2011, by the Premier and Minister for Reconstruction offering Councils a once-
only opportunity to opt out of their Distributor-retailer and re-establish Council-owned and operated water
and wastewater businesses outlines the policy drivers for this component of the Bill. Subsequent
communications from the Minister for Energy and Water Utilities further indicated that in choosing to opt
out, the State Government’s expectation that withdrawing Councils could deliver cheaper water prices, that
the Councils would be ready to commence operating by 1 July 2012 and that opting-out Councils would
bear the cost of doing so.

The participating Councils for Queensland Urban Utilities and Unitywater decided to remain with their
Distributor-retailers.

However, the ultimate outcome for Allconnex was that the participating Councils decided to withdraw from
Allconnex. The preliminary decisions made by Logan and Redland were to stay with Allconnex. These
preliminary decisions were ultimately reversed when the Gold Coast (which holds the majority of 62% of
the participation rights in Allconnex) chose to withdraw. Without Gold Coast, Logan and Redland believed
that continuing in Allconnex was not a viable commercial alternative.

Thus all three participating Councils have decided to opt out of Allconnex and re-establish their water and
wastewater businesses. The Bill provides for these Councils (referred to as ‘withdrawn Councils’) to
withdraw, and for the framework for the dissolution of Allconnex, including the withdrawal cost
arrangements on which those decisions were predicated.

The Bill’s provisions include amendments to the DR Act and to other relevant legislation necessary to
enable:

(a) Councils to cease being participant Councils for Allconnex and the dissolution (wind up) of Allconnex;

(b) re-establishment of Council water businesses as commercialised business units under the Local
Government Act 2009;

(c) additional regulatory requirements to be applied to the water businesses of the withdrawn Councils, to
align with requirements on other participants in the SEQ water market;

(d) the Gold Coast to be responsible for meeting its own and the other parties’ costs, of withdrawing from
Allconnex (known as ‘withdrawal costs’); and

the making of a new Workforce Framework to provide for the transfer of staff and their entitlements from
Allconnex to the withdrawn Councils’ water businesses.

Dissolution of Allconnex

A key driver behind the rapid development of the Bill is to enable the withdrawn Councils to move quickly
to cease to be participating Councils for Allconnex and to re-establish their water businesses by 1 July 2012.

There will be a residual period in which Allconnex will still exist after 1 July 2012, but this will be as a shell
to primarily conduct wind up activities such as finalising the Annual Report and financial statements.
Allconnex’s wind up is anticipated to be complete some time after 30 September 2011, which is the usual
date for tabling the last annual report. However some flexibility for the end date is provided by an ability to
gazette a later date if needed because any unanticipated matters arise or certain aspects of the wind up
take longer than expected.

Council commercialised business units
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The decisions of Gold Coast, Logan and Redland were to take back control of their water and wastewater
businesses. The Bill provides that these businesses will be deemed to be commercialised business units
from 1 July 2012, under the Local Government Act and the Local Government (Beneficial Enterprises and
Business Activities) Regulation 2010 .

Ordinarily, if a Council-run water and wastewater business has revenues over a nominated threshold; the
Local Government Act provides for the business to be undertaken as either a commercialised or
corporatised business. Under this regime, a commercialised business unit must be conducted in a
commercial manner but is not a separate legal entity to the Council. In contrast, a corporatised business
unit is a separate legal entity from the Council. Corporatised businesses are much like the existing
Distributor-retailer structure in having ‘shareholding’ Councils, a CEO and a board.

The water businesses of the withdrawn Councils would have revenue thresholds that would qualify these
businesses to operate as either a commercialised or corporatised business unit under this regime. The
stated drivers of the withdrawn Councils were to have direct control rather than an external board, so the
most suitable structure would be a commercialised business unit (with Councils having the option in future
to move to a corporatised entity should they wish to).

The withdrawn Councils will also be deemed to be water and sewerage service providers under the Water
Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act 2008 and certain provisions of the Water Act 2000. These are the same
requirements applied to Allconnex and to all Queensland Councils with commercialised business units
providing water and wastewater services.

Councils and SEQ Water Market

The Bill provides that the withdrawn Councils will primarily operate under the regulatory environment that
applied prior to 1 July 2010, and be regulated like other Council water businesses.

However the Bill also applies some additional requirements under the DR Act to reflect the fact that the
Councils will be operating within the SEQ water market, and should comply with SEQ water market-specific
requirements such as improved network planning or to preserve anticipated community expectations such
as customer protection arrangements. These additional requirements are applied where there is a policy
driver for maintaining a higher or varied SEQ standard to that applying to other non-SEQ water service
provider Councils.

For most corporate, financing and reporting arrangements, the relevant Local Government Act provisions
will apply to the withdrawn Councils. However, some DR Act provisions will continue to apply where this
will be expected by SEQ customers, such as the application of CPI caps to distribution and retail price
increases until the end of June 2013. It would not be fair to remove these caps which households and small
business customers expect to be applied. Also, the withdrawn Councils will still be required to adopt price
mitigation plans. The withdrawn Councils will still need to publish a price path with a five year horizon.
These measures will ensure customers will have greater certainty in water and wastewater pricing.

Outside of corporate and financial matters, the normal Local Government Act regime will usually apply to
water and wastewater operations. However the following DR Act regulatory requirements will also apply:

(a) the SEQ consumer protection measures recently applied under the Customer Code which set service
standards and provided for a complaints regime to the Energy and Water Ombudsman;

(b) SEQ infrastructure network planning under Water NetServ Plans and associated requirements to
ensure adequate provision of infrastructure networks to support growth in SEQ; and
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(c) price monitoring by the Queensland Competition Authority (to monitor the implementation of CPI caps
and price paths and report on the prudency and efficiency of water business operations)14.

Imposing withdrawal costs

There are inevitable costs to splitting up Allconnex and re-establishing Council water businesses. However,
Councils’ decisions to withdraw from a Distributor-retailer were to be on the basis of community benefit
and that affordable water and wastewater prices be maintained. Consequently, a Council deciding to
withdraw from its Distributor-retailer was to bear any withdrawal costs.

While Logan and Redland have chosen to opt out, the State Government has recognised that the Logan and
Redland decisions were a direct result of Gold Coast’s decision, as the majority shareholder, which would
make Allconnex commercially unviable.

Accordingly, under the Bill, Gold Coast is liable for the withdrawal costs of Logan and Redland. Initially
withdrawal costs were considered to be the costs of a Council having to re-establish its commercialised
business unit for water and wastewater services. However, stakeholder consultation indicated that Logan
and Redland would also be exposed indirectly to costs because Allconnex would also have its own costs
associated with its wind up, that would be transferred to Councils.

The Bill therefore provides for Logan, Redland and Allconnex to claim and be paid withdrawal costs. The
Bill also requires Allconnex and the withdrawn Councils to take all reasonable steps to mitigate the amount
of the Gold Coast’s liability. The Bill prohibits certain matters from consideration as a withdrawal cost –
such as loss of anticipated profits or failure to realise anticipated savings (which were agreed to by all
parties). Further work is being undertaken with the withdrawn Councils and Allconnex to identify and
categorise allowable withdrawal costs. The Bill provides a regulation making power to further specify and
prohibit classes of withdrawal costs.

The Bill provides for a process of independent arbitration where Councils cannot reach agreement about
the payment of withdrawal costs. The provisions also encourage resolution of these disputes by limiting
the time period within which claims can be made against Gold Coast.

Employee protections (workforce framework)

A key policy driver of the Bill is to ensure that employees of Allconnex are given suitable employment
protections during this new period of reform. This protection will be achieved through the development of
a separate workforce framework. The policy objective is to supersede the existing workforce framework
with a new workforce framework to be made under the architecture provided for under the Bill.

Explanation of Chapter 3A

The bulk of the provisions relating to the wind up of Allconnex, re-establishment of the Councils’ businesses
and imposition of withdrawal costs are found in Chapter 3A of the Bill.

Attachment 2 contains a summary of the relevant provisions in the order presented in the Bill. The
information below is a plain English outline of the major concepts at play in Chapter 3A.

There are also a large number of minor amendments to sections that follow Chapter 3A, which merely
replace references in those sections to ‘Distributor-retailer’ with ‘SEQ service provider’, being a new term
that includes Distributor-retailers and withdrawn Councils.

14
The withdrawn Councils have asked that the State Government consider an ‘exemption’ for their 2012-2013 re-

establishment year. See section 1.1.4 for further details.
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How are matters transferred to Councils?

There are two critical documents that must be prepared, agreed to and submitted by Allconnex and the
withdrawn Councils to allow for the transfer of necessary matters from Allconnex to the Councils. Note
that the particular withdrawn Council that is transferred a particular matter is referred to as the ‘successor
Council’ for the matter.

(i) The primary mechanism to transfer the assets, employees, instruments and liabilities from Allconnex to
successor Councils is a ‘retransfer scheme’.

A retransfer scheme is essentially a statutorily recognised agreement between Allconnex and the three
Councils as to what will be transferred. The retransfer scheme can deal with transferring matters to a
successor Council or Councils, but can also deal with related or subsidiary issues associated with
winding up Allconnex. The Bill stipulates certain mandatory content for a retransfer scheme to ensure
that everything is dealt with prior to the winding up of Allconnex. This is a similar statutory mechanism
to that which was adopted when the assets were originally transferred from Councils to the Distributor
retailers.

The key responsibility lies with the Councils and Allconnex to identify the matters to be dealt with and
to come to an agreement on them so the matters are able to be reflected in the retransfer scheme.

[Refer to sections 92AR to 92AX – pp 32 to 38]

(ii) To ensure that the parties have met their responsibilities and all necessary matters have been dealt
with in a retransfer scheme, the Bill provides for a joint ‘certification statement’. The certification
statement is signed by all the parties and effectively states that everything belonging to Allconnex has
been dealt with and transferred in some way, and certifies that the requirements of the Bill have been
dealt with (essentially that the retransfer scheme will do what it is required under the Bill). Again, this
is a similar requirement to that imposed on the Councils when they transferred their assets to the
Distributor-retailers.

The certification statement must be provided to the Minister with a draft copy of the retransfer scheme by
30 April 2012. The purpose of providing this to the Minister is to allow the Minister to rely on the
statement in giving the notice about the making of the proposed retransfer scheme.

It is noted that the timing of the Committee’s deliberations will make the ability to meet this April 2012
date difficult for the Councils and Allconnex.

[Refer to sections 92AY to 92BA, pp 38-40]

When do transfers take effect?

The Government’s policy intent was the Councils’ water businesses be ready to operate on 1 July 2012,
which is provided for in the Bill. All matters nominated in the retransfer scheme will transfer to the
nominated successor Councils at midnight 30 June 2011. This arrangement ensures the retransfers align
with the relevant financial years and accounting periods.

[Refer to sections 92AR(1)(a)(i) and 92AS – pp 32 and 33]

How are successor Councils identified?
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As noted earlier in this report, matters are transferred under a retransfer scheme to a successor Council.
This is the Council which will own the asset or liability, have responsibility for the matter, or be the
employer of an Allconnex staff member after the retransfer.

In most cases, the parties have the power to agree on the successor Council or Councils for a matter, and
nominate the successor Council/s in the retransfer scheme including the extent to which a Council is a
successor.

However, there are a few matters where the Bill determines who the successor for a matter will be, leaving
the parties no capacity to deal with this by agreement. There are a small number of provisions which
provide an assumption of successor Council that can only be altered by agreement between all parties.

These matters are:

1. Allconnex customers become the customers of the Council according to the Council area in which a
customer’s premises are located (section 92AD(1)(a)).

2. Any land, including assets attached to land, go to the Council according to the Council area where the
land is located (92AV and 92AW).

3. All assets and liabilities transferred to Allconnex in 2010 from a Council under a transfer document will
be returned to that Council (unless otherwise agreed to between all parties) (section 92AR(3)).

4. For claims and proceedings:

(a) for matters in the Land Court or the Planning and Environment Court the Council that is the
replacement party to the matter also depends on where the land is that relates to the matter
(92AT(3)); and

(b) for any claim or proceeding which originated with a Council and was transferred to Allconnex in
2010 under a transfer scheme, these must be retransferred back to that Council (section 92AT(2)).

If the parties do not nominate a successor Council for a matter in a retransfer scheme then the Bill allocates
a successor Council for different purposes. This includes allocating a successor under the provisions called
‘default provisions’ outlined in section 4.5.

[Refer to section 92AD, pp 26 to 27 and 92BH to 92BH, pp 44 to 46]

Why does Allconnex continue past 1 July 2012?

While all water and wastewater infrastructure and operations will return to the successor Councils from 1
July 2012, it is not practical to wind up Allconnex immediately. There will be a number of matters to attend
to in preparing to wind up Allconnex. These are predominantly corporate responsibilities such as providing
the final financial reports, the final annual reports in September 2012 and dealing with some tax matters
around this time.

Allconnex will lose all water and wastewater functions from 1 July 2012 but will have residual functions to
deliver on these outstanding corporate responsibilities between 1 July 2012 and wind up (referred to in the
Bill as the ‘residual function period’). It is anticipated that Allconnex would be wound up between the end
of September 2012 and December 2012.

[Refer to sections ss 92AO to 92AQ, pp 31 to 32]
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What governs matters not covered in a retransfer scheme?

The requirement for a certification statement is that the parties certify they took steps to ensure that
everything required in the Bill has been transferred in the retransfer scheme. Despite this requirement, it is
inevitable there will be ‘unknowable-unknowns’ where parties are not aware of particular assets or
liabilities or where, despite due diligence, a matter has been overlooked and therefore not dealt with in the
retransfer scheme.

For these reasons, the Bill provides for a safety mechanism (a ‘default provision’) to ensure that all
property will find a home with a particular successor Council at the end of 30 June 2012.

For example, if a matter was originally transferred to Allconnex from a particular Council under a retransfer
document in 2010, then the default position is that the matter returns to that Council.

With respect to after-acquired assets, liabilities or matters (i.e. new assets made, bought or incurred since 1
July 2010), these are subject to a default split based on participation rights shares. Where the default
provisions transfer matters to the Councils jointly, according to the proportion of their participation rights,
these are:

 Gold Coast 62%

 Logan 24%

 Redland 14%.

Refer to specific provisions of the Bill for default arrangements for different matters.

[Refer to sections 92BH to 92BH, pp 44 to 46]

What if errors occur with the transfers?

The Minister for Energy and Water Utilities has the power to override either a retransfer scheme or a
default provision on a number of grounds. These include a failure to have met certain requirements, or if
the Minister is of the opinion that something under a retransfer scheme should have been done differently
or should not have been done (section 92BC). The Minister also has the power to change certain default
arrangements (section 92BI). This power is limited in time, and can only be exercised up to 30 June 2013.
This provides enough time to address problems if necessary, without continuing the power and consequent
uncertainty to an unreasonable extent.

[Refer to sections 92BC to 92BI, pp 41 to 45]

Will there be uncertainty for customers?

As previously indicated, the Bill provides that customers go to the Council in whose area the premises are
located (section 92AD(1)(a)). Allconnex and the Councils will be required to publish notices in the
newspaper advising of their proposal to retransfer matters under a retransfer scheme. The public will be
able to obtain details about the proposal (section 92AZ(1)(d)).

Customers with outstanding bills will not need to ascertain the right Council or entity, as the Bill makes
their overdue water and wastewater charges payable to the Council in which their premises is located
(although the funds may eventually be allocated by that Council to another Council according to their
agreements on adjusting revenues between them).
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What is happening to Allconnex staff?

Staff will be provided with some protections during this period of reform under a new ‘retransfer staff
support framework’ or ‘workforce framework’ (as it is otherwise known). This framework will be similar
conceptually to the 2009 framework that applied to staff moving from Councils to Allconnex in 2010.

Employees of Allconnex covered under the workforce framework will have their positions ‘transferred’ to
particular successor Councils under the retransfer scheme.

The Bill establishes a general legislative framework for the relevant protections, but it is the workforce
framework that will specify the particular timeframes, terms and coverage. The Councils and relevant
unions have been consulting on this matter and the eventual framework will be subject to approval by the
Minister.

Unions and Councils are currently working together to endeavour to have an ‘in principle’ agreement in
place by December 2011. This date is not a legislative timeline but is being pursued to provide greater
certainty for employees. While the agreements could be made retrospective to this date under section
92ED(3), in order for the new workforce framework to commence in a backdated manner, it requires the
Bill to be passed and assented (see section 92ED(2) re effective dates).

Who pays for the associated withdrawal costs?

The Bill requires that costs associated with the withdrawal from Allconnex (‘withdrawal costs’) be borne by
Gold Coast. The provisions allow for either Logan or Redland to claim against Gold Coast by 30 June 2013,
or for Allconnex to claim directly by 30 June 2012 (see section 92BY(3)(a)). The reason for this, as outlined
in previous sections, is that the dissolution of Allconnex was attributable to decisions made by Gold Coast.

The Bill provides for a range of costs that can be classified as ‘withdrawal costs’ (see section 92BW). These
costs do not include costs for loss of anticipated or actual revenue or profits as a result of having to
withdraw from Allconnex, nor do they include a cost that any of the withdrawn Councils would ordinarily
incur as a service provider.

The Bill provides for withdrawal costs definitions to be given greater specificity or narrowed by exclusion,
under a regulation (92BW). This is necessary as consultation is continuing with stakeholders to identify the
different types of withdrawal costs that might be involved.

The Bill allows for claims to be made as either a periodic payment or in one lump sum (92CA).

Where parties are unable to agree, the Bill provides for binding arbitration via an agreed arbiter (or a
default arbiter where parties cannot agree). The provisions outline how arbitrations are to be dealt with.

The provisions place a limitation on claims so that a right to a claim is ultimately lost by Redland or Logan
against Gold Coast if they have not, as outlined in the relevant provision, by 30 June 2013 either:
(a) arrived at a written agreement that the debt is due; or
(b) given a notice of intention to refer a dispute to an arbitrator.

All parties are under a duty to mitigate the amount of Gold Coast’s liability to them. This is a normal
principle and has been adopted as part of the legislation.

Where there are agreements for costs or an arbitration order made – these are enforceable in the ways
outlined in the Bill.
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Consultation on Part A matters

Effects of timing of the Bill on consultation

The compressed timeline to develop this Bill has required efforts to ensure key stakeholders have been
adequately consulted and their input taken into account in designing the Bill.

Attachment 1 summarises the history of decision making and communications between the stakeholders
and the State Government. It was not until 23 August 2011 that all Councils decided that Allconnex would
be disestablished. The Government policy was that Councils be ready to be operational by 1 July 2012.

However, as noted above, all stakeholders recognised the urgency and made time available to consider the
concepts and draft provisions for the eventual Bill. Also, most of the content of the Bill is of a technical or
mechanical nature addressing the processes and requirements to allow Gold Coast, Logan and Redland to
opt out of Allconnex. The provisions:

(a) reverse the provisions of the DR Act which created Allconnex in 2010;

(b) retransfer the assets, liabilities and employees of Allconnex to a particular successor Council; and

(c) place the operation of water and wastewater operations back in the hands of Councils and provide for
the operation of their new commercialised business units.

The approaches were based on the similar documents and methods used to transfer assets, liabilities and
employees from the Councils to Allconnex in 2010, and were therefore familiar to stakeholders. This
minimised the impact of the truncated timeframes on the ability to introduce provisions acceptable to key
stakeholders. This conclusion is supported by general stakeholder support for the retransfer mechanism
provisions.

While further time to develop provisions regarding withdrawal costs would have been welcomed by
stakeholders, further articulation of what is an allowable withdrawal cost will be provided in regulations
provided for under the Bill (see 4.9).

Consultation with Distributor-retailers and Councils

1.1.1. Methods of consultation

The correspondence period. Much of the policy intent regarding the decision to offer the opportunity to
Councils to opt-out remains within the purview of the State Government.

The Commission did provide advice to the State Government regarding its communications with the
relevant Councils about the opt-out offers. During this period, the Minister for Energy and Water Utilities
engaged in a series of correspondence with Councils. This correspondence is largely characterised as
involving requests from Councils for further information regarding possible withdrawal costs, and the State
Government requiring Councils to undertake due diligence to inform their own choices.

Also during this period, Councils sought assurances from the State Government that stamp duty on any
asset transfer (being the largest of the components of the possible withdrawal costs), would be waived. The
Councils engaged external consultants to prepare reports to assist Councils to evaluate the costs and
benefits of opting-out and to quantify their exposure to withdrawal costs in doing so. As has previously
been described, this eventually led to the Gold Coast’s decision, and then a decision by all three Councils, to
withdraw. This position was not clear until late August 2011.
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Discussion paper workshops. Shortly after Council decisions were finalised, the Commission held workshops
with representatives of Allconnex and the withdrawn Councils around the development of the provisions.
All SEQ Councils were invited as these workshops also dealt with non-Allconnex issues.

This process was based on a schedule of matters that would need to be addressed in the Bill. This closely
reflected the range of technical/mechanical amendments which would be necessary to effect the stated
policy objectives. SEQ Councils, the executive management team of Allconnex and key State Government
agencies (such as Department of Environment and Resource Management, Queensland Treasury and
Department of Justice and Attorney-General) were invited to two workshops of a half-day duration on 29
August and 31 August 2011. Stakeholders were provided with advice and material about the:

(a) likely legislative amendments necessary to unwind the water reform arrangements in the Allconnex
area and to re-establish Council businesses;

(b) mechanisms proposed for achieving this (‘the retransfer scheme discussion paper’); and

(c) possible operation of a withdrawal cost scheme.

In addition to oral feedback received during the workshop, participants were provided with approximately
one week to provide feedback on any aspect of the workshop or discussion papers by 7 September 2011.
Written feedback was provided by Allconnex, Redland and Logan. Section 1.1.2 provides details on the
workshop feedback and how it was considered.

Consultation on working draft of Bill. Following the above workshops, the Commission developed a series
of working drafts of the Bill. A workshop was held with Allconnex and the various participating Councils
with a draft Bill on 21 September 2011. A revised working draft was provided to stakeholders on 26
September 2011 as a result of feedback received.

Further amendments were made to the Bill after this to resolve last minute policy issues and further
submissions.

Retransfer scheme workshops. Workshops were held with Allconnex and withdrawn Councils on 31
October 2011 and 9 November 2011. A range of material was provided to participants to assist with
understanding the implementation of the proposed provisions. This material included providing
stakeholders with a template for a retransfer scheme, a template for a certification statement, an
implementation project schedule and further information regarding debt restructuring options for moving
Allconnex’s debt with Queensland Treasury Corporation. It was clearly communicated that these
documents were advisory only, and provided one possible approach to developing such documents and the
tasks to be undertaken by Councils before and after 1 July 2012. Stakeholders were advised they were free
to develop alternative approaches if they desired, based on their own legal, accounting and administrative
advice.

1.1.2. Results of consultation

Both Allconnex and the participating Councils provided generally positive feedback on the consultation
approach taken by the Commission and the extent to which they were provided with information and their
input sought. However while the feedback on the specific proposals and the Bill was generally positive,
there remain a few areas of disagreement, as described below and in sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4.

Allconnex response:

Generally, Allconnex was in agreement with the proposed amendments, acknowledging that its continued
existence was the purview of its participating Councils. Some minor errors and omissions in the Bill were
identified and suggestions made which have subsequently been incorporated into the Bill.
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Apart from this, Allconnex’s main areas of concern were as follows:

(a) Ensuring the workforce framework provisions and agreements were introduced as quickly as possible,
and provide clear advice on job security;

(b) Suggesting that additional protections be given to the board for board decisions made in the period
before the wind up, given that Councils appeared to expect the Board to be operating in caretaker
mode, ahead of the passage of the Bill;

(c) Seeking further clarification around withdrawal costs; and

(d) Questioning the practical ability to implement the new requirements if the passing of the Bill was
delayed.

Council responses:

Councils were generally supportive of the proposed amendments, although there were periods of
uncertainty where Gold Coast at times appeared to be considering a differing corporate structure for its
water and wastewater business to that which was adopted in the Bill (this matter is now resolved).

Council feedback was provided individually by Gold Coast, Redland and Logan. In a number of cases, this
feedback led to revisions of the draft Bill. Key examples of matters amended following Council feedback
include:

(a) Allowing Councils to have a lien on the land in relation to outstanding debts owed by customers to
Allconnex when that debt was transferred to Council.

(b) Providing extensive transitional frameworks for billing requirements to allow for the possibility of
Councils needing to develop new billing systems; and

(c) Ensuring that Logan and Redland could make claims for withdrawal costs against Gold Coast in
incremental payments (rather than having to wait for large lump sums at 1 July 2012).

Key areas of dispute or issue included:

(a) A lack of clarity around the definition of withdrawal costs;

(b) The scope and terms of the staff retransfer scheme;

(c) Application of the Energy and Water Ombudsman complaints regime to withdrawn Councils. Initially
Councils wished to rely on the Queensland Ombudsman’s jurisdiction for all complaints, although this
matter is now largely resolved; and

(d) Application of price monitoring by the Queensland Competition Authority to withdrawn Councils.

1.1.3. Allconnex’s remaining areas of contention

Workforce framework:

Allconnex has repeatedly expressed concerns about instability and insecurity for their employees during
this period and that this is having an adverse impact on its capacity to retain staff and deliver on essential
work. The Bill does allow for the beneficial retrospective commencement of the Workforce Framework
provisions. The framework is an agreement between Councils and Unions, and therefore disputes could
still be considered by the Industrial Relations Commission.

The existing Workforce Framework still applies to Allconnex staff.

The new Workforce Framework is being developed through a stakeholder representative group chaired by
the Department of Justice and Attorney-General. All parties have agreed that each Allconnex employee
covered by the Framework will have a job within a Council.
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Board indemnities:

Allconnex has provided submissions that the disestablishment of Allconnex creates an environment of
uncertainty for the on-going governance of the business in the period leading up to 1 July 2012 (the
transition period). It has stated this uncertainty is created by the perceived tensions between:

 the current board member requirements in the DR Act and Regulations which require it to act in the
best interests of Allconnex; and

 the situation where, in a pre-wind up mode, it would need to consider the interests of its shareholders
(the withdrawn Councils) in light of them taking over the business.

More simply, it may need to balance Allconnex’s own interests against that of Councils, particularly where
the interests of the three Councils may diverge.

Allconnex sought an indemnity from the State in relation to this matter. The State Government has
indicated that it would not be the usual approach to provide State indemnities in matters such as these, ie
where the issues arise between a Council-owned business and the Council shareholders. Additionally, as a
matter of general legal interpretation, the existing regulatory requirements for the board members under
the DR Act regime do not preclude board members from taking into account considerations such as the
likely legislative restructure of Allconnex, in forming relevant business judgements.

Outstanding accounts / debt facilities

There were some stakeholder concerns about recovery of for unpaid or unbilled water and wastewater
accounts. This issue appears to have arisen because of a misconception by some stakeholders that when
Allconnex’s bank accounts where closed on 30 June 2012, that the Council in the area which the Bill related
to, would be able to keep the future money paid by customers in the area.

Stakeholders indicated that this would be unfair because there is a disproportionate amount of customer
debt (i.e. a future asset) in the Gold Coast area compared to the other two Council areas. This is largely
because Gold Coast bills on a six monthly basis rather than quarterly. Should the Gold Coast be able to hold
and own all of this money (which is really the income of Allconnex as a whole), it would be more than it
would be entitled to under its participation rights (‘shareholdings’). They also complained that for any
unrecovered bills, they would be having to wear a larger portion of debt facilities to fund the shortfall in
working capital.

Accordingly, there were suggestions that Allconnex should be allowed to keep Allconnex accounts open to
allow this future money to come in.

These issues have been considered by the Commission and addressed during implementation workshops.
Stakeholders’ misconceptions that Gold Coast would be entitled to keep the future money have been
addressed. The Bill simply provides that the Gold Coast is responsible for the collection of the accounts.
How parties decide to allocate that money is still for them to deal with in the retransfer scheme. One
approach open to the Councils is to provide in the retransfer schemes for a ‘true up’ mechanism, that sets
the rules for a post 1 July 2012 adjustment between the Councils (so that they can share the monies or any
share of the working capital debt based on participation shares or other agreed method). This approach
matches what would ordinarily apply in winding up a business to ensure that the division of the assets and
liabilities matches a shareholder’s interests in the business. If the parties fail to agree, the default
provisions of the Bill allocate this based on a participation rights share.

It was not appropriate to allow Allconnex’s accounts to remain open for a period after 1 July 2012, as this
was at odds with the policy driver to have Allconnex wound up as quickly and it would not be possible to
set a particular timeframe by which all income would be recovered.
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Withdrawal costs

Submissions suggested that further clarification should be provided around withdrawal costs. As has been
previously outlined, there has been a tight legislative timeframe to have the Bill introduced To ensure that
this matter can be adequately addressed, the Bill allows for withdrawal costs to be further specified or
limited via a regulation. The Commission has planned for workshops on the development of this regulation
and other withdrawal costs matters in late November 2011.

Implementation

Allconnex has repeatedly made submissions about its practical ability to implement the new requirements
if the introduction of the Bill was delayed. The timing of the Committee’s deliberations is critical in meeting
the dates under the Bill for certification statements and retransfer schemes. There is a large
implementation workload to accomplish between assent and 1 July 2012. Allconnex also noted the
uncertainty which might be created if the announcement of a State election and subsequent caretaker
conventions saw the Bill lapse. The Commission has indicated that this is not a matter under its control but
notes there may be a need to make amendments about due dates during consideration in detail. (See
section 0 for further details).

1.1.4. Council’s remaining areas of contention

In many cases Council submissions reflected concerns raised by Allconnex. As these matters are canvassed
above, they will only be detailed here to the extent that Council or a particular Council held a slightly
differing view. Councils also raised some additional issues of their own.

Workforce framework

Like Allconnex, Councils are concerned that their staff be given certainty during this process and that
matters are expedited as soon as possible.

Energy and Water Ombudsman Queensland

Councils initially indicated misgivings with being subject to the Energy and Water Ombudsman (EWOQ)
jurisdiction which applies currently to all small residential and small business customers in SEQ – and
provides a dispute resolution and investigation service for those customers for certain matters under the
Customer Code. Councils were concerned about being externally monitored and that customers could
’forum shop’ with the Queensland Ombudsman (which is not the case). It is the Commission’s
understanding that Councils now support the application of the EWOQ scheme to their water and
wastewater operations.

Queensland Competition Authority price monitoring

The Bill makes the withdrawn Councils subject to potential price monitoring by prescribing them as
monopoly businesses under the relevant Queensland Competition Authority regulation.

The three withdrawn Councils have requested exemptions from the price monitoring program of the
Queensland Competition Authority which applies to Allconnex and other Distributor-retailers. This request
is on the basis that the Councils will be reviewing their business costs and mechanisms to improve service
delivery with the overall outcome to be a published price path that will apply from 1 July 2013 and that
providing detailed information to the Queensland Competition Authority would simply add to their work
program with little benefit. The Councils have agreed they would apply the CPI cap to price increases
applying to all customers for 2012-13 if their request for exemption was granted.
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This is a policy matter currently receiving consideration by the Government. If agreed to by the
Government, this would not require any amendment of the Bill. The prescription in the relevant regulation
simply provides the power for delivery of a directions notice to the Queensland Competition Authority to
commence monitoring. If the Government’s decision is not to implement price monitoring for the 2012-
2013 year, this will simply mean that no directions notice will be provided for that period.

Public consultation

The State Government’s offer to allow Councils to opt for withdrawal gave Councils, as the democratically
elected representatives of their communities, the right to make decisions on their behalf. Responsibility
for making that choice and engaging with the community were matters for the relevant Councils.

It is understood that at least one of the Councils, the Gold Coast, ran a community consultation forum on
the choice to withdraw. The results of that consultation showed that slightly more than half of the focus
group preferred to withdraw, but not if the Council had to fund the withdrawal costs (which it will be
required to do under the Bill).

Implementation issues

The Commission recently held implementation workshops with Allconnex and the withdrawing Councils. At
the workshops, Commission staff outlined the implementation program which needs to be addressed to
meet the 1 July 2012 deadline. This includes, but is not limited to:

 conducting due diligence;

 dealing with workforce framework matters;

 consulting with the State Archivist regarding the management and transition of public records;

 entering into agreements with Councils for jointly used assets;

 coming to agreement on how to split co-mingled assets and debt;

 creating the retransfer scheme to do so;

 making certification statements;

 publishing public notices;

 documenting withdrawal costs and making claims;

 setting up the financial, IT, HR and regulatory systems for their new businesses; and

 meeting new regulatory requirements.

These matters will continue to be worked through in consultation with Allconnex and the withdrawn
Councils.

PART B – PROVISIONS APPLYING TO ALL SEQ ENTITIES

Policy drivers

Part B of this report outlines provisions in the Bill that are to apply to all SEQ water entities (both
Distributor-retailers and withdrawn Councils) and can be described as the ‘non-Allconnex’ parts of the Bill.
Essentially these provisions are intended to provide greater clarity for Councils’ pricing and decision-making
in respect of their Distributor-retailers, to clarify some matters and deal with a range of minor changes to
the DR Act and Water Act.
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Following the Government announcement of changes proposed to the responsibilities of SEQ Councils with
respect to their Distributor-retailers, a statement was made by the Minister for Energy and Water Utilities
on 20 July 2011 foreshadowing further changes. This statement was to allow Councillors to be members of
the boards of Distributor-retailers. This is intended to give Councils more access to both a Distributor-
retailer’s strategic decision-making processes and a better understanding of the specific day to day
operational issues and how they impact on customers and the broader communities serviced by a
Distributor-retailer. The Minister’s statement outlined the key policy direction for some of the
amendments discussed in Part B.

Part B refers to amendments to:

(a) Prevent privatisation of Distributor-retailers;

(b) Allow Councillors to be members of the relevant Distributor-retailer’s board;

(c) Expand and clarify the powers of Councils to give directions to their relevant Distributor-retailer;

(d) Provide regulation making powers re extending a sunset clause; and

(e) Deal with a range of minor correcting or clarifying amendments including:

 Amending an oversight to apply the Queensland Local Government Officers Award 1998 to a
Distributor-retailer’s employees;

 Clarifying that references to contracts in the Market Rules cover contracts with the bulk water
entities, Distributor-retailers and the withdrawn Councils;

 Amending an error in a date for price mitigation plans.

No privatisation

The DR Act currently prevents any changes in the participants in a Distributor-retailer without the
Minister’s approval. However, stakeholder meetings and correspondence indicate many members of the
public believe the Distributor-retailers are currently, or are intended to become, privatised entities. The
amendments in the Bill are to clarify that there is no current intention to privatise the Distributor-retailers.
These amendments were to ensure that only the current participating Councils for a Distributor-retailer
can be participants under the participation agreement

Councillors on Distributor-retailer boards

As noted above, the Minister stated in July 2011 that the Government would legislate to provide for sitting
Councillors (including Mayors) to be able to be members of the relevant Distributor-retailer’s board. This is
intended to improve Councils’ access to and knowledge of a Distributor-retailer’s strategic decision-making,
their day to day issues and the broader communities they represent. It is also one of the steps towards
making SEQ Councils more accountable to their ratepayers.

The provision for Councillor members would replace the current provision for limited numbers of Council
officers (known as ‘associated officers’) on boards. That is, instead of allowing limited numbers of Council
employees, the Bill allows for limited numbers of Councillors on the boards, and no associated employees.

The proposal was that the minimum number of board members would be five with no more than three
being Councillors. The total number of Councillor members would depend on the number of participant
Councils, i.e. each participant Council could only provide one of the Councillor members.

The term of a Councillor board member would be that of an elected Councillor, usually a term of four years.
Where a Councillor-member vacated their position for any reason, it would to be filled with a Councillor
from the same Council as the original Councillor member (or another area if there is agreement under the
participation agreement).
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The Chair of the board cannot be a Councillor member.

The Bill makes provision for the Councils to agree on rules for replacement members in the event of
resignation or removal as Councillor. Where suspended as Councillor, the member is suspended as a
member of the Distributor-retailer board.

As Councils already receive remuneration from the Council, the Bill does not allow the Distributor-retailer
to pay any remuneration to a Council board member of the Distributor-retailer. However, there is nothing
in the Bill which prohibits a Councillor board member from seeking to be paid additional remuneration
from their participant Council in recognition that they may be undertaking additional duties.

When acting as a board member, the Councillor is subject to the same duties as other ‘independent’ board
members and must act in the best interest of the Distributor-retailer. This includes rules around conflicts of
interest.

It should be noted that there were significant policy changes which occurred during the development of the
Bill. These changes are outlined under the section 8.2.

Council directions and financial adjustments

Participating Councils, under section 49 of the DR Act, can issue written directions to the Distributor-
retailer about the way it performs its functions, provided this was agreed by all of the Councils (or agreed
by a majority of the Councils if this was provided for in their participation agreement). This direction was to
be ‘in the public interest’ of the Distributor-retailer’s geographic area and the SEQ region. The board’s
advice was to be sought as to whether the direction was consistent with the performance of the DR’s
function.

The proposed amendments are to enable an individual participating Council to give a direction (in the
public interest of the relevant Council) to the Distributor-retailer, provided the Council issuing the direction
is liable for compensating the Distributor-retailer or other participating Councils for any financial
detriments arising from the direction.

Allowing for individual directions will give Councils a greater capacity to influence Distributor-retailer
actions or decisions within their Council areas – but is balanced by making Councils responsible for their
actions and compensating affected parties for the financial detriments of those actions.

Potential extension of development application arrangements

Currently, Councils are delegated powers by the Distributor-retailer, and undertake assessment of the
water and wastewater components of development applications on behalf of the Distributor-retailers. This
is an interim regime that was to allow Distributor-retailers to get ready for the eventual ‘utility model’ of
approvals. This interim regime of assessing development applications is due to expire on 30 June 2013.
This provision provides a regulation making power to extend the timeline if it is necessary.

Minor amendments

1.1.5. Applying the Queensland Local Government Officers Award 1998

The need to apply this award to a Distributor-retailer’s employees arose from changes that were made in
the Commonwealth sphere between the introduction and passage of the DR Act. In essence this award was
intended to be a ‘prescribed industrial instrument’ for a Distributor-retailer’s employees from 1 July 2010.
This amendment restores the original policy intent.
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The practical implication is on the current activity by Distributor-retailers in making new Certified
Agreements for employees transferred from Councils. Until these new agreements are in place, the
existing industrial instruments are applied to transferring employees. The Queensland Industrial Relations
Tribunal must consider relevant awards to apply a ‘no disadvantage test’ before approving new Certified
Agreements made by Distributor-retailers. In addition, the prescribed industrial instruments have and will
continue to apply, even after agreements are in place, in order to provide a safety net underpinning the
agreements. This amendment therefore, while only delivering on the originally intended outcome, has
some industrial consequences and as explained in the next section – has attracted Distributor-retailer
concerns.

1.1.6. Clarifying amendment regarding contracts and the Market Rules:

This merely confirms the current understanding that contracts apply to Grid Service Providers (i.e. the bulk
sector) as well as Grid Customers (usually the Distributor-retailers).

1.1.7. Amending a reference to a date for price mitigation plans:

This amendment merely corrects an error in a date from 2019 to 2018.

Explanation of the relevant provisions

No privatisation

As stated under section 7.1 this amendment simply reflects that there is no policy intention to privatise the
Distributor-retailers. It provides that the Minister may not approve an amendment to participation rights
under a participating agreement to allow the transfer of assets to an entity other than an existing
participating Council for the Distributor-retailer. This allows for trading or changing participation rights
between the participating Councils for a Distributor-retailer.

Note that this is consistent with provisions for commercialised water and wastewater business under the
Local Government Act and regulations which also prohibit Councils from privatising their water businesses.

[Refer to clause 11 amending section 28 DR Act]

Councillors on Distributor-retailer boards

The Bill provides for Councillors to be able to be members of the relevant Distributor-retailer’s board and
associated provisions, and provides for the functions of a Councillor board member. These provisions
together provide that Councils may appoint Councillors (including Mayors) to be members of a Distributor-
retailer board. This change will replace current provisions allowing Council staff (as “associated
employees”) to be members on a board.

There are restrictions on numbers such that there can be no more than three Councillor board members,
with only one Councillor board member per Council. Therefore for Unitywater (which has only two
participating Councils) it can have no more than two Councillor board members. Where there are more
than two participating Councils (as for Queensland Urban Utilities), the Councils have to come to an
agreement on who to appoint. There is a minimum of five board members in total (independent and
Councillor members), but there is no maximum number set.

A Councillor member cannot be the Chair of the board (section 36B).
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The Bill provides a default term for Councillor members of four years (which can include consecutive terms
totally up to four years), which can be altered by the Councils under the terms of their participation
agreements. Appointments automatically end if the person stops being a Councillor or the participation
agreement or Council resolution ends it. The provisions allow for vacancies to be filled as per the
participation agreement, or by another Councillor of the Council as a default if not provided for in the
participation agreement. Where a Councillor’s appointment is suspended as a Councillor, they are
suspended as a board member.

The obligations and duties of Council members are in the same nature as those of independent members.
However, Councillor members are not entitled to be remunerated by the Distributor-retailer (36A).

[Refer to clauses 12 – 14 inserting sections 33 to 36B, and clause 19 inserting a new section 52A DR Act]

Council direction powers and financial adjustments

The Bill amendments essentially expand on current powers of Councils to give directions to their relevant
Distributor-retailer, and clarify their operation. Currently all Councils must agree to give a direction in the
public interest (or a majority agree if this is provided for in the participation agreement). The direction is to
relate to the Distributor-retailer performing its functions. There are requirements about obtaining advice
from the Distributor-retailer’s board, giving a copy of the direction to the Minister, publicly notifying, and
that the Distributor-retailer must comply with the direction.

The amendments provide that an individual Council may give a direction in the public interest of the
Council’s area to the Distributor-retailer about performing its functions within the Council’s area.

However, before giving the direction, the Council must assess whether, if the Distributor-retailer complies,
there will be adverse financial consequences or detriment for the Distributor-retailer or other participating
Councils. The Council wishing to give the direction must seek the advice of the Distributor-retailer. If there
is an adverse impact or detriment the Council issuing the direction must first come to an agreement with
the Distributor-retailer and affected Councils about recompensing the affected parties. Similar provisions
to the current directions regime apply about making directions public and providing a copy to the Minister.

The power for an individual Council to give directions is limited to the way the Distributor-retailer performs
its functions in relation to:

(a) Infrastructure charges imposed under a charges schedule in a Water NetServ Plan, which will not
be in effect until 1 July 2013 (s. 99BO);

(b) Matters in a Council price path, which will take effect from 1 July 2013 (s.99BX); and

(c) the Distributor-retailer’s annual capital works program, which will be required from 1 July 2013 (s
100B).

[Refer to clauses 15 to 18 amending sections 49, 50, 51 and inserting new sections 49A and 52A and clause
70 inserting a new section 99BZD DR Act]

Potential extension of development application arrangements

A regulation making power is provided to extend the timeframe for the interim model of development
assessment, which will be relied on if it appears the Distributor-retailers and newly withdrawn Councils will
have difficulties being ready for the replacement utility model that would otherwise be in place on 1 July
2013.

[Refer to clause 20 inserting amendments to section 53]
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Minor amendments

1.1.8. Applying Queensland Local Government Officers Award 1998:

The Bill declares this award to be, and to always have been, a ‘prescribed industrial instrument’ for a
Distributor-retailer’s employees. This ensures that it will be an existing industrial agreement applied until,
and continuing to be applied after, new Certified Agreements are in place. It will be considered by the
Queensland Industrial Relations Tribunal to apply a ‘no disadvantage test’ before approving new Certified
Agreements

[Refer to clause 76 inserting a declaratory provision for section 83]

1.1.9. Grid Contracts and the Market Rules:

The Bill provides that the Market Rules refers to contracts with bulk water entities, Distributor-retailers and
the withdrawn Councils.

[Refer to clause 99 amending 360ZCY of the Water Act 2000]

1.1.10. Correct error in time period for Price Mitigation Plan:

Amends a drafting error by replacing a reference to 30 June 2019 to the correct date of 30 June 2018 for
Council’s price mitigation plans.

[Refer to clause 69 amending section 99BX DR Act]

Consultation on Part B matters

Consultation with Distributor-retailers and Councils

Initial consultation on the legislative proposals and subsequently on the draft Bill were as described under
section 4 Consultation. The Commission held a series of workshops, with the first two workshops held on
29 August and 31 August 2011 that were attended by all Distributor-retailers and SEQ Councils. The ‘non
Allconnex’ proposals were discussed in detail.

All Distributor-retailers continued to be invited to workshops and be provided with papers and drafts of the
Bill, for their comments. Their comments on the practical aspects of the proposals were taken into account
in finalising the Bill.

1.1.11. Councillors on boards

The original proposal put forward to stakeholders:
a) was based on Councillors acting in their capacity as Councillor when acting on the board;
b) specified period within which Councillor members had to be appointed (i.e. within a specified

period of becoming elected or appointed as a Councillor); and
c) had rules for replacing vacancies and the term of office.

A number of the key policy elements of the Councillor on boards provisions were significantly altered
during consultation due to stakeholder feedback.

The main area of dispute was (a) above, around the capacity in which a Councillor was acting when sitting
as a Councillor member on the Distributor-retailer’s board. This was initially presented to stakeholders on
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the basis that the Councillor’s primary duty would be to their Council and to represent their Council’s
concerns over that of the Distributor-retailer. This was the original policy intent as the stated policy drivers
were to provide Councils with ‘control’ over decision making.

There was strong feedback that this approach deviated too far from the standard commercial approach
(and the approach currently provided for in the DR Act) - that a board member’s duty was to the
Distributor-retailer. Accordingly, the policy has changed and this is now reflected in the Bill. See section
1.1.14 for details.

Other issues of a technical and practical nature were raised relating to the period of appointment, removal
of Councillor members, and replacement Councillor members. The general view was that more leeway
should be given to Councils to determine such matters under their participation agreements and by
agreement between themselves. Accordingly this feedback has been incorporated, for matters (b) and (c)
above. See section 1.1.14 for details.

1.1.12. Council direction powers and financial adjustments

Distributor-retailers and Councils raised concerns about how to define and limit the power of a Council to
give individual directions, particularly given potential financial impacts on other participating Councils or
the Distributor-retailer.

1.1.13. Applying the Queensland Local Government Officers Award 1998

Some Distributor-retailers were not in favour of this amendment, seeing it as a matter that would
complicate their negotiation of new Certified Agreements and a proposed new Water Industry Award. This
is a highly technical area of industrial law and the advice of the Department of Justice and Attorney-General
(which has jurisdiction over such matters) was to progress the amendment, as it confirms the original policy
intent.

Results of consultation

Both Allconnex and the participating Councils provided generally positive feedback on the proposals and
the Bill, and where practical issues were raised, for example dealing with conflicts of interest for Councillors
on boards, these were largely addressed in the Bill.

1.1.14. Councillors on boards

As a result of the feedback outlined in section 1.1.11, the Bill now provides that a Councillor appointed to
the Distributor-retailer’s board must act as a board member first when making decisions for the DR (but is
entitled and expected to bring their Council experience and perspective with them). Should there be any
conflict between what would be desirable from a Council perspective and what is best for the Distributor-
retailer, when acting on the board, the Councillor member must place the Distributor-retailer’s interest
first.

The new section 52A provides that a Councillor, when acting as a Councillor member on the board, is not
bound to their responsibility as a Councillor under the Local Government Act or City of Brisbane Act. This is
to avoid the inherent conflict of duty that would otherwise potentially arise in a Councillor sitting on the
board of a distributor retailer in whom that Councillor’s Council is a participant. The separation of the roles
as Councillor and as Councillor member of a board is also necessary to avoid complaints about the
behaviour of a Councillor arising from their acts or omissions as a board member being dealt with under
the complaints procedures under the Local Government Act.
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Despite these changes, Distributor-retailers and Councils have continued to express concerns about
potential governance problems and that conflicts of interest would be difficult to manage for such a board.
The provisions have been retained as it is expected that there will be benefit in Councillors having a
working understanding of their Distributor-retailers.

There were differing views from Councils about the best way to proceed with appointments, tenure,
replacement Councillor members etc, with the Bill being originally prescriptive on these matters. As a
result of this feedback, the Bill was amended to provide leeway to address such issues in a Participation
Agreement and then by agreement between Councils. The Bill provides some fallback provisions in the
event that participating agreements do not provide for such matters or Councils cannot reach agreements.

1.1.15. Council direction powers and financial adjustments

Issues raised by Distributor-retailers and Councils about the scope and impact of individual directions were
addressed in the Bill by providing:

 a limited number of circumstances to which such a direction may apply; and

 providing for a process of seeking advice, ascertaining financial detriments and agreeing on a
compensation arrangement before such a direction can be issued.

This approach was generally supported.

1.1.16. Applying Queensland Local Government Officers Award 1998

As noted above, on the advice of the Department of Justice and Attorney General, this amendment was
progressed.
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Attachment 1: Timeline of development and consultation of SEQWOLA
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Attachment 2: Summary of Bill Provisions

Page Description

Chapter 3A (Part 2) – Main opt out provisions

17 - 18 No privatisation of Distributor-retailers (clause 11)

18 – 22 Councillors on boards (clauses 12 to 14)

23 – 24 Individual and group Council directions (clauses 15 to 18)

26 Definitions of Allconnex (section 92AB) and withdrawn Councils (section 92AC)

26-27 What are successor Councils (section 92AD) – i.e. which Council takes over from Allconnex. Different
definitions for different matters.

- For customers, the successor Council is the Council where the customer themselves are (section
92AD(1)(a)). See also section 92AK on p30 which migrates customers to that Council on 1 July 2012.
For default provisions if debtors/ outstanding accounts not dealt with in retransfer scheme - section
92BH (3) to (5) on pp 44;

- For things done under re transfer schemes or Part 4 Div 1 (i.e. default mechanisms) – the successor
Council is whichever Council nominated in retransfer scheme – section 92AD(1)(b). See also
definitions of successor Councils in sections 92BH to 92BK (pp 44 to 46) which also mention who are
successor Councils if no transfer scheme provisions deal with the matter (e.g. outstanding debtors,
proceedings, assets and liabilities not transferred).

- For infrastructure matters - the Council in the area of the infrastructure (section 92AD(1)(c)). See also
sections 92BL to 92BR (pp 47 - 50)

- For other things not dealt with (e.g. other obligations under the DR Act which continue to apply to
the withdrawn Councils) – the Council where the thing happens or where it relates to (section
92AD(1)(d)).

28-29 - Withdrawn Councils become service providers for their local government area (section 92AG, p28)

- No application for transfer of service provider registration (section 92AH), Definition of Council’s
initial service areas (section 92AI)

- Businesses deemed to be commercial business units (section 92AJ).

30 -31 - Migration of customers from Allconnex to a successor Council on 1 July 2012 (section 92AK).

- Migration of any appointment or delegation from Allconnex to the person when they join successor
Council (section 92AL).

- Transfer of Allconnex trade waste and seepage functions to apply certain DR Act provisions (section
92AM).

- No other function affected (can still use Local Government Act authorised officer and other powers
under Local Government Act) (section 92AN).

31- 32 - Allconnex is not wound up on 1 July 2012 (section 92AO), it has ‘residual’ functions after 1 July 2012
till windup (section 92AP) although these do not include providing water and wastewater services.

- Allconnex board functions during this residual function period is the same as existing
functions(section 92AQ), although there are modifications to allow Council employees to be on the
board.

- See sections 92EQ to 92ES (pp 86 to 87) for what happens when Allconnex is wound up.
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32 - 38 - The retransfer of assets and liabilities to withdrawn Councils via a ‘retransfer scheme’.

- All things must go to a successor Council (section 92AR(1)) – enables windup of Allconnex.

- Exception: CEO and board stay until windup (board members are not assets or employees – so they
do not go). This would require Councils to provide Allconnex with assets and employees to operate
during residual function period.

- Transfer schemes effective 1 July 2012 (section 92AR(1)(a), 32).

Section 92AX provides for things that can be included in a retransfer scheme. However, there are also
hardwired rules for retransfer schemes:

1. Land and attached assets must go back to the same Council where the land is (sections 92AV and
92AW);

2. Councils to take back what they gave where possible (unless agreed) (section 92AR(3), p33).

3. The retransfer scheme must include arrangements for residual period, including remuneration of CEO
(section 92AR(1)(a)(ii)(B)).

4. The retransfer scheme must make provision for all causes of action, claims and proceedings, subject
to the following requirements:

a. For matters in the Land Court or Planning and Environment Court, that the replacement
Council must be the Council where the matter relates (section 92AT(3)).

b. For claims or proceedings which were transferred pre-2010 from a Council must revert back
to that Council (section 92AT(2)).

c. For all other matters, the retransfer scheme is to specify which Council etc (section 92AT(1)).

5. The retransfer scheme must include a process to account for certain liabilities (section 92AU(1)).

6. Transfer scheme is subject to Workforce Framework and the framework overrides if any
inconsistency (section 92EH, p82).

Discharge of liabilities on retransfer scheme on 1 July 2012 (section 92BB, p41).

38 - 40 Certification statement, contents and Ministerial gazettal – due 30 April 2012 (sections 92AY – 92BA).

41 - 43 Ministerial retransfer notices and directions – power starts from 1 May 2012. Note Minister can also
change a default under section 92BI.

43 Miscellaneous provisions for ‘retransfer documents’. A retransfer document is either a retransfer
scheme made by the parties themselves or a retransfer notice or direction made by the Minister. These
effectively provide for the discharge of a liability after the transfer under retransfer document and that
retransfer documents are subject to the staff retransfer scheme.

44-46 Default provisions: these only apply if parties have failed to include in retransfer schemes. The policy is
to ensure that the property moves to somewhere in the absence of Allconnex.

- Allconnex service charges (debts) – money belongs to all three Councils in shares (section 92BH(1)
and (2)). However, the individual Council where the debtor is, has the ability to chase the joint money
and Bill anything which Allconnex failed to Bill (section 92BB(3) and (4)).

- Assets and liabilities – in participation rights shares (unless transferred from Council in which case it
goes back to that Council) (section 92BI). Minister can override with a retransfer document (section
92BI(4)).
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- Proceedings on foot – all become parties (unless transferred from a Council in 2010 in which case
goes back that Council or if it’s a Planning and Environment Court or Land Court matter it goes back
to the Council where the land is) (section 92BJ)

- Proceedings not started – as above (section 92BK).

47- 50 Infrastructure agreements and matter about planning, including who is Allconnex’s successors.

46-47 Exchange of information to enable Councils, and Allconnex if it is still in existence, to exchange
information where necessary for providing water and wastewater services (section 92BS). Authorisation
to disclose and use information for retransfer purposes or to perform service provider functions (section
92BT). Provides for continued access to the Allconnex infrastructure register (section 92BU). Provision
provides that the division applies despite Right to Information and Intellectual Property (section 92BV).

52-57 Withdrawal costs and arbitration

- Definition (section 93BW) and a regulation making power to add extra in (section 92BW1)(h)) or take
certain ones out (section 92BW(2)(d)). Does not include loss of profit, failure to realise anticipated
savings; or (essentially) ordinary business costs that otherwise would have been incurred.

- Gold Coast to bear own costs (section 92BX).

- Allconnex withdrawal costs (section 92BY).

- Gold Coast liability to other Councils for allowable costs (section 92BZ).

- Ability to make periodic claims or lump sums (section 92CA).

- Duty to mitigate (section 92CB).

- Limitation period (section 92BV) – if no written notice of a claim is made, Gold Coast’s liability ends
on 30 June 2013.

- Exclusion of City of Brisbane Act and certain types of justiciability (section 92CD).

- Arbitration rules – IAMA member as default (sections 92CE – 92CK).

57 -58 - Ousting certain parts of the Judicial Review Act 1991 for Minister’s decisions re retransfer document
or approval of the retransfer staff support framework (section 92CL).

- Provides protections for certain things done under or in compliance with a retransfer document
(section 92CM).

- In an Act or document, references to Allconnex taken to be referring to a successor Council as
stipulated in section 92AD (92CN).

54-60 - Registering authority, e.g. land titles registry, vehicle registration (section 92CO); No liability for state
taxes and charges (e.g. stamp duty) for things transferred under a retransfer document (section
92CP). Tax Equivalent Regime (TERs) – local government goes back to Local Government Act TERs
regime for tax equivalents, except for things relating to pre 1 July 2012 (section 92CQ). Trade waste
compliance notices already given by Allconnex rolls over to success Council (section 92CR).

60-62 - Water Act provisions – applying certain requirements to withdrawn Councils from 1 July 2012. E.g.-
Market Rules (section 92CL), Grid Contracts (with necessary changes for context) (92CM), WEMPs
(section 92CUA), and other actions taken under the Water Act 2000.

57-67 Water Supply Act provisions – applying certain regulatory requirements to withdrawn Councils from 1
July 2012.

- E.g. rolling over existing trade waste and seepage approvals (and make consistency amendments
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where necessary)

- Migration of applications made under that Act

- Migration of actions taken under that Act

- Rolling over compliance and other stated notices under that Act

- Rolling over certain plans made under that Act.

68 Allowing successor Councils to rely on certain Allconnex documents as their own for a period of one year.
The policy is to enable time for Councils to develop their own.

69 Planning Act matters – includes ending current delegations so that withdrawn Councils asses in their own
right.

70-72 Land and plumbing matters.

- Acquisition of land (section s 92DK-92DM)

- Prohibition on transferring Deed of Grant in Trust land or leased land granted to Allconnex (under
section 75 or 76 of the DR Act) to a Council where the land isn’t located (92DN)

- Plumbing and Drainage (section 92DO).

73 Allconnex debts which are owing – provides that from 1 July 2012, the Local Government Act applies in
certain ways (section 92DP). See Explanatory Notes for further detail.

74-75 - Provides for situations where third parties own land on which a Council asset is located (which has
been retransferred from Allconnex).

- Provides for local government worker access under the Local Government Act regime (section 92DS)

- Places certain requirements and restrictions on land owners which are similar to those imposed
under the Local Government Act (section 92DT).

75 - 79 CPI capping – withdrawn Councils must CPI cap small customer and small business accounts until 30 June
2013.

80 - 86 2012 Workforce Framework (WFF) etc

- Minister to approve based on IR Minister’s recommendation (section 92EC)

- WFF can be commenced retrospectively (section 92ED)

- 2009 WFF ends when 2010 WFF takes effect (section 92EE);

- requirement to publish framework (section 92EF)

- obligation to comply with framework (section 92EG)

- WFF prevails (section 92DH)

- preservation of rights and entitlements (sections 92EI-92EP).

86 - 87 - Dissolution of Allconnex: ability to fix a date (section 92EQ)

- Board and CEO go out of office (section 92ER)

- Miscellaneous provisions re liabilities and rights (section 92ES).

87-109 Various operational sections which essentially treat the withdrawn Councils on same basis as Distributor-
retailers (minor exceptions and modifications).
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- Customer charters/ customer code/ consumer protection (p87-90).

- Metering (p90-93).

- Restrictions – no ability to restrict on basis of no security as securities won’t be allowed for
withdrawn Councils (section 93).

- Water restrictions – DR Act rules apply as modified (sections 93- 94).

- Charges and Billing (sections 94-97). Note requirement to publish prices, account content
requirements are similar to those for DRs. See also section 122, p114 which provides a two year or
earlier transitional period around certain billing content).

- SEQ Design and Construction Code (p97 - 99).

- Netserv plan (p100-106). See also clause 71 on p110 re Commission’s power to make guidelines for
Netserv.

- Purchase and inspection requirements for certain documents (p106- 108)

- Price Mitigation Plans (p108) and Final Price Paths (p109). See section 119 on p113 for the rollover of
the Council Price Mitigation Plans so that they become Price Mitigation Plans for the withdrawn
Council prices rather than Allconnex’s.

109 Financial adjustment head of power (section 99ZBD). Note link to triggering events, including individual
Council directions (on p23).

110-112 Generic, includes:

- Requirement to give information to Commission re administration of DR Act (section 100DA).

- General regulation making power over withdrawn Councils where relates to a DR Act matter section
102).

112 LGOA and preservation of awards (section 107A) – applies to all DRs.

113-114 Transitionals for the current DR Act. Also a transitional regulation making power (section 123).

114 - 121 Amended dictionary for the DR Act.

121- 127 Energy and Water Ombudsman of Queensland (EWOQ)

- provisions making withdrawn Councils subject to EWOQ jurisdiction.

- Also makes provisions for certain privacy matters to allow use and disclosure in stated circumstances
(which generally relate to the EWOQ undertaking its functions and the DRs or withdrawn Councils
responding to requests etc) (section 25A, p121).

- Transitionals for EWOQ matters are pp 123 – 127.

127-129 Amendments to

- Plumbing and Drainage Act (p127-131);

- QCA Act and regulation (p131-133);

- Water Act 2000 (p133);

- Water Supply Act (134-135);

- Minor and consequential amendments Acts (135- 138)
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Appendix 6 – Briefing officers – Queensland Water Commission

Officer Position

Karen Waldman Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Water Commission

Kate Peters Acting Director, Retail Distribution, Water Reform, Queensland
Water Commission




